




JACKSON-BRATTENG 

DEBATE 


Propositions: 	 "The idea of a god, and the existence of a Bible represent
ing the word of this god, are best explained as human crea
tions." 

-Steve Bratteng affirms 

liThe idea that things exist without creation by God. that 
man evolved from lower creatures, and the idea of humanism 
are not productive of society's good." 

-Bill Jackson aff; rms 

INTRODUCTORY 

Steve Bratteng is employed in the University of Texas science depart
ment, and has been active in promotion of atheistic and humanistic posi
tions. Mr. Bratteng and I have engaged in lengthy exchanges in the local 
paper, and in a private exchange of letters, as well as appearances on a 
local radio talk-show on "Humanism." /vlr. Bratten9 and I engaged in two 
brief debate sessions on South'~est's own television program. "Christian 
Evidences." All of this earlier work has then led to this formal written 
discussion. 

-B ill Jac kson 
Southwest Church of Christ 
8900 Manchaca Road 
Austin, TX 78748 

January, 1989 



BRATTENG'S FIRST AFFIRMATIVE 

The Bible: holy work or wholly human work? 

Look i ng at the course of human hi story we can see an evo 1ut i on of 

ideas about the nature of supernatural things. At first there was belief 

in a general pervasiveness of spirits; a later stage was one in which there 

was an array of individua1' gods that had specific associations with objects 

and activities observable by humans. In many cases there was one or just a 

few dominant gods. 

The number of gods Hna lly was reduced to just one in the Juda ic 

system, which is still in' effect in Judaism, Islam, and Christianity. 

Obviously this is an'- over-simplified account of religious development; 

however, it does make the pOint that over time religious views have changed 

in response to human perceptions of the world around them. 

Furthermore, each l stag~ of development, and each religious culture has 

yielded its own account of the origin of the world and the relationship of 

humans to the god or gods involved. Often such matters were recorded as a 

co llect ion of sacred writ ings--a bib le. Typ ica 11y such bibles have dea lt 

not only with creation stories but also with what behaviors were expected 

of people. 

So~ all bibles tell variations on a basic theme, but does any bible 

accurately reflect actual e'vents of geological and human history? If we 

can clearly demonstrate that any biblical accounts did not or could not 

happen, then we can fairly assert that it is a human work and not divinely 

inspired--or at least not inspired by an infallible deity. 
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The rest of this essay wi 11 deal with some of the contradictions of 

the Bible--passages fn which the Bible contradicts itself as well as some 

that contradict what we know about how the world works 0 In addjtjon it 

will show that the common notion of a loving god also is contradlcted. 

People that claim the Bible is infallible have a tendency to be selec

tive about what they cite and to be rather slippery in dealing with contra

dictions. The most common ploys are to claim dlscrepanci.es in translat10n 

or to invoke miracles by God to explain problematic passages. Another 

common out used to rationalize nonsense from the Old Testament is often to 

claim that its rules are no longer in effect, having been replaced by new 

ones laid out in the New Testament. However, t-fatthew 5:17-18 effectively 

rules this outQ Readers should keep their eyes open for such rhetoric and 

demand better explanations. 

Perhaps it is best to begjn in the beginning, and in the beginning we 

find Genesis to have two accounts of creation. In addition to the mutually 

exclusive sequences of creation the Genesis story contains absurdities such 

as the fact that the sun was not created until the fourth day 1 leaving 

unanswered how days were defined before that. 

The story of Noah and the Flood is simply packed full of absurdities 

and violations of natural law and logic. there are too many absurdities in 

the stm'y of Noah to mention them all here 1 but one is esp,sc:LaHy puzz.ling: 

If the all-powerful God responsible for the Flood had some good reason to 

kill all the sinning people, why do H with a flood that killed millions of 

Innocent animals? Simply wHling all the sinners to be elimlnated would 

have been much more efficient. 

http:dlscrepanci.es
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A naturalistic, humanistic explanation for this story is that floods 

are common disasters that many peoples have experienced. Therefore it is 

not surprising to have repeated mention of such events in various mytholo

gieso Of course people that do not understand the factors involved in 

floods would be quite likely to invoke supernatural forces to explain such 

a dramatic occurrence. We no longer blame gods for floods. 

oAnother interesting and absurd passage is Genesis 30 having a descrip

tion of how Jacob tricked Laban~ Jacob placed sticks with markings on them 

before sheep and cattle; when the animals mated in the presence of the 

sticks, they gave birth to marked offspring. When the sticks were absent, 

the offspring were unmarked. This runs directly counter to what 'we know 

about genetics in sheep, cattle, or any other animals. Why would a god 

need to resort to such trickery to accomplish a certain end? Yes, the Lord 

works in mysterious ways, ~ut there is no evidence that the world works in 

this particular way. 

Another scientific error in the Bible is at I Kings 7: 23 in which a 

circular platter with a diameter of 10 has a circumference of 3D, thus 

making pi equal to 3. For fundamentalists 3 may be close enough to 

3" 14160". to qualify as the same; however, if you made Ures with the same 

ratio, they would have to be flat on one side. Glven the prlmitjve state 

of mathematics among the ancient Jews, this value was reasonably close. 

However, an omni.scient god would know better. 

Another physical impossibility was Joshua's trick of making the sun 

stand still for a day_ This has two fundamental violat:ions of what we know 

about how the universe works. It violates conservation of angular momen

tum, and it implies that the sun moves around the earth. And this latter 

polnt brings up the fact that the ancient Hebrews believed not only that 
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the earth was the center of the universe, with everything moving around it 

but also that the earth was flat ~ Although many creationists now are 

reluctant to admit it, the discipline known as Bible Science consists of 

three subdisciplines: creationism, geocentrism, and flat-earthism -- all 

deriving their authority solely from the Bible. 

In Leviticus and Deuteronomy we find the various Mosaic Laws -- among 

which are the famous Ten Commandments. Most modern Christians totally 

igndre these laws except for the big ten. For example let us look at the 

dietary laws. Most or you know that eating pork was prohibited because of 

the unclean nature of swine. Possibly the swine contained devils as 

Matthew and Mark describe. Certainly it was good to avoid pork for health 

reasons. We now know about trichinosis caused by roundworms, not devils, 

that would have made pork unfit for consumption. Maybe eating pork was 

foolish, but sinful? The people living at the time these laws were "handed 

down" had no idea that any living thlng could cause disease or be invisible 

to the unaided eye; in this light it is easy to understand the creation or 

demons. Modern Christians have no problems about eating pork now that we 

can avoid the health hazards associated with it. Apparently cooking re

moves devils. Another tidbit from the dietary laws as a list of birds that 

were not to be eaten. The last bird on the list was' a "bat 0" Apparently 

God was not a zoologist. 

Hoving on to a few internal contradlctions we find, again, too many to 

treat exhaustively. However, all we really need is one; here are a few. 

IIExodus 20:4, "Thou shalt not make any graven image, or any likeness of 

any thing that is j,n heaven above, or that is in the earth beneath ••• " and 

Exodus 25: 18, "And thou shalt make two cherubims of gold 09 •• I IMatt." 

1:16, "And Jacob begat Joseph the husband of Mary ••• " and Luke 3:23, "And 
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Jesus ••• the son of Joseph, whlch was the son of Hello" IIActs 9:7 and 

Acts 22:9 in which Paul gives contrqdi.ctory accounts of his comr,'?rsion on 

the road to Damascus. 

Judas is described as having hs.;'lged himself in l-latthew while in Acts 

1:18 we learn that "this man purohased a field with the reward of iniquity; 

and falling headlong, he burst Etsunder in the midst, and all his bowels 

gushed out.. 11 

In the crucifixion story there are differing accounts of vThat Jesus' 

last words were, of when various events occurred, of' what happened at the 

tomb? .of when, where, and to whom ,Jesus reappeared, and of when and where 

he ascended. The Bible is much less acourate than one would expect of a 

divinely guided chronicle of' the most important event in history. 

And now for some passages that shed Ugh!:. on the claim that "God is 

love" (or even a nice guy). IIA group of children are killed by bears sent 

by God to punish them fOr teC1sing a bald man (II Kings 2 :23-4). [Wouldn't 

a spanking be sufficient?] God threatens to kill Moses because his son is 

not circumcised (Ex. 4:24-6)~ A man is executed for picking up sticks on 

the Sabbath (Num. 15:35·6). God forces Jephthah to kill his only child 

(Judges '1:39). Uzzah saves the Ark of the Covenant from tipping over and 

is rewarded with instant death (II Sam. 6;6-7). 

His wife and family ware pel'mitt,ed to be kHled by 

Satan as part of a wager with God. And God I s words about the children of 

Babylon? "Happy shall he be that taketh and dasheth thy little ones 

against the stones" (Psalms 137 :9). God ordered Mc)ses to kHI 24,000 

Israelites who co-habi ted with ~loabite women OiunL 25: 4-9) 0 And there were 

almost countless massacr'es ordered by God agatnst enemies of Israel 

--usually children were not excluded from these killings -- for example, 
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God orders Saul to "slay man and woman, infant and suckling" (I Sam. 

15:3-7); King Ahabts children killed at Godts command, and th(Hr heads put 

into baskets (II Kings 9,10). Et cetera, et cetera, et cetera. 

The samples above are part of the compelling evldence that the Bible 

is not the infallible wor\{ of an omnlscJent l omnipotent, and all-loving 

divine being. These flaws are quite understandable as products of human 

bej.ngs vIho not only were fallible but also were rather ignorant of natural. 

laws and processes. The personallty of the god described in the Bible 

makes many of us think that man ma.de God in man t s image rather than the 

other way around. 

! would like to poInt m..lt .in closjng that. wbne I find much wrong with 

the ChristIan bible, I find good in it; too. Much of the message of the 

New Testament is one of optimism for, cO(Jperatlon with, and tolerance of 

our fellow human beings -- the ;same message as that of human5.sm. However, 

hurnanjsm lacks the supernatural trappjngso 

http:human5.sm
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JACKSON'S FIRST NEGATIVE 


Itm happy to enter into discussion with Mr. Bratteng, with 'whom I've 

had discussions on racjj.o and TV. Perhaps this present format will allow 

for more detailed discussion than we have earlier had 0 MI". Bratteng did 

not give his first ar'Ucle the exact tHle that is in his proposition 1 

which is: "The ldea of a god 1 and the exlstence of a Blble representing the 

word of this god, are best explained as human creations." vie must just 

her'e pick up on the point that MI". Bra.tteng must show that the 

atheist:i.c/humanisUc vj.ew in the ~ explanaUon that can be given. 

Inkeeplng with our agreement 1 allowing 3 questions in each exchange 1 

I submit these 3 for t-tr. Bratteng t s answer in his next article: (1) "Are 

you in agreement with the points made In Humanist Manifesto II, pp. 18 , 19;; 

regardjng approval of abortion" dlvorce, euthanasia, suicide, 

consenting-adult sexual behavior (includlng homosexual behavior)?" (2) "Is 

the view that 'something always was,' but that it was non-living and with

out power to act, but that order, system and design came from it, a SCIEN

TIFIC view?ft (3) "By the atheistic view, was the conduct of Hitler wrong 

in his destruction of millions of ,Jews?" We look forward to his answering 

theseo 

Mr. Bratteng's ini.tial pojnts had to do Nith the fact that, among some 

men the ideas of "gods 'l existed .. and that religjous vie':,rs ::<r"ong those who 

bEdieve in these t'gods" have been variable and ci1arlgeable. But, Mr. 

Bratteng can get that point from the Bible itself! Qenesjs 3 tells of man 

turning from God, and by Genesis 6:2 those belonging to God and those who 

had turned away (those belongi.ng to men) are clearly distinguished. Again, 

the Old Testament is fHled with references to the heathen and idolatrous 

systems that men had developedo In Romans 1:18-25 Paul pictured the degra

http:belongi.ng
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daUan of men who knew God, but who tUNH!d to invent and further the sys

teMs ot their own manuraotur~. Cl"lIant$d that this W~9 done, Nr. Ul';:.ltt~ng, 

on a widespread bads, but tn;.• sUll do~e not argue that there was not a 

8y~t(!!nl fr'Qm the one true God, froM whioh theae had degenerated. Many 

faltJie ideal about a t'Jp1a ~J' t1,:;l way ud.lttatf;ls i\#1:a.1nst there being a tru'lt 

1d0a t.hat these have Clt;l"ruptecl ~ 

11.1". Df'l"lttens aan test th:l~ In his own aoJentH10 fl.eld. A dozen 

ab$!lyrd idtiU about the poe~~l.b~JJ1;y tJf f1.;lSht atd !lot 1f,\Ulll that there were 

no prjl'lo1pl~L1 of' fliSht. And~ l\\ d()~en r;id:l.oulou~ ideu ono€;} held in medi... 

Ohl(j clVQUL blood and blood",l.t;lItUns (Ud not In'1lan that. no t.ruths regard ina 

the importanoe of' blood, and llIurri cri.~!lt, amount!!! of it bdng needed, were :in 

ex.1shnoel. Your point faJ,l,ee.l, Mr. Brattene;1 You simply say, "Men have had 

mliny ideu 1n rel1s1on)il but Mlat do~e not SAy that there 18 no tru.t.hfu.l 

idea about Oodl The fact r'efllairl~ tho.t no Bible tru.th ht in confliat. with 

any proven loientific truth. 

It 1m purely Amuin~ that Mr, Bratttlng warns about the ploys th~t 

m1sht be used by Bible detanders, and then will use one himself'. He be

ljevtH~ nOM of the Book, but. w1.11 oite ~1.tbhew 5t17.. H) as "proof" t.hat-no 

rule hal OVitt' come along to ohlu'lg~ it tormer rule. He urges that t'\!,\Aders 

keap the,i,t' "eyel! oj:um l ll tlLnd that 16 ftma:li1ni from ont) who !!1j:HH:dalJ.l'.tHlI in 

bl1ndnfJsII' Ml"~ Bratt.eng dO'!1 neQd tQ ""~I'll;i~~ t,l''lIlt the IHblfiJ t,:pt'!l':k! or Ood, 

and that God hall j,ndetlld 8(Jted, the fact that HI", Brattf:tlg Ct)'i!i not believe 

it, nor understand H, does not meart it did not tfike plIlQ~~ That. blind.. 

ness about whJoh WEI spoke had Mr. Bf'atteng stilting th~t "I dOfl't believe :i.n 

Ood, and I oannot allow that Cod haa ever Qat~d, e,.n when th~ Bible says 

he has 1'1 Bnttens's system won't allow it, but. that doesn't ohange it nor 

.,aure that Mr. Bratte!'lS'! system is true. 
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Let me comment on these in his order: (1) Even Mr. Bratteng should be 

able to see that if Jesus is the Christ. God then spake through him (Heb. 

1:1,2), and that necessitates change - the change mentioned in Galatians 

3:23-25. Bratteng won't allmoJ it, but God does!! (2) His ti'W accounts of 

creation are imaginary, with Genesis 1 being a chronology, with day 1, day 

2, etc, specified; Genesis 2, hO'~/ever, is nct a creation chronologys and 

does not pretend to be. It is a record of what was created, and man's 

relationship to the rest of creation. Now, why would Bratteng tell you it 

is a chronology. when it ;s not? (3) As to the Flood record~ Bratteng 

assures it ;s full of natural law and logic violations, but doesn't reveal 

them. He only mourns the loss of animals' lives! A true humanist, l;.;ho, if 

he is typical, will sanction the aborting of humans, but moans over an 

animal! Once more, he mentions that floods are common disasters; however. 
t

this was not the overflowing of the banks of some river, fvlro Bratteng! f 
This was universal in nature. and the hand of God was in it by its very 

nature. The fact that even idolatrous systems had some basis for believing 

the flood record, ho~vever their own ignorance might have perverted Deity 

being involved, proves that the event had basis in fact! 

(~.> r"iro Bratteng bases tlis objection, regarding Jacob. on "what we 

know about genetics," and 11m glad he acknowledges that we do not know 

everything about prenatal influences and colorationc Let it be remembered 

that Jacob was us i ng sk ill s regard i n9 breed i ng in fu 11 comp 1 i a nce with 

Laban's agreement regarding wageso Mr. Bratteng wastes an objection. fOl~ 

we are not saying that "the world works in this way." (5) As to 1 Kings 

7:23 9 Mr. Bratteng rejects the Bible based on 3 as opposed to 3.1416. and 
I)

whether tires could be made by such calculations!! Ridiculous! 

Bratteng gets a slide-rule out. and on a fractional basis declares. liSe·' 
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hold, there is no God1" (~) Mr. Bratteng has no evidence that God's Old 

Testament people believed that the earth was flat; he simply charges it! 

He knows that man can move the clock an hour ahead, or an hour back~ but 

somehow God's power cannot give an extra hour of daylight! (7) In spite of 

the fact that the Old Testament laws were given merely to lead Israel to 

the Christ, and at this time the law of Christ would go into effect, Mro 

Bratteng insists that Christians must now abide by Old Testament lawc He 

gives us a dissertation on pork and roundworms, but that doesn't set aside 

God's earlier law forbidding pork. It was sinful, Mr. Bratteng, not due to 

health, but due to God's prohibition I Then? fault is found with the bat~ 

and. God placing it among the. winged creatures Q The bat has wings, Mr. 

Bratteng; examine one and see! 

(~) He makes a ridiculous pOint regarding God's forbidding man to make 

idols for purposes of worship, and command ing cherubims as ornamentation Q 

(2.) Mr g Bra t t eng never heard 0 f anyone having more than one name 1 as 

Jacob/Heli, and yet most people, among us and among Jews, have more than 

one name. (.1.2) As to Judas' death, Mr. Bratteng cannot compI'ehend that one 

could fall from a height due to a limb or a rope breaking under the weight 

of a falUng body! (jl) In the case of Saul's conversion p strange that Mr 0 

Bratteng also never heard of the possibility of one hearing voice or notse, 

but still not hearing wHh comprehension! (12) He charges but cites no 

resurrection record errors. (.!.J) Then, he has a list of items simply 

charging that if God has love, then he could never punish, never require 

penalty to be paid, and never could have a law requirjng capital punish

ment! In Bratteng's eyes, for God to possess love, he would have to love 

rape, love murder, love stealing, love adultery! He js in error to charge 
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God with "all loving" nature meaning he must then sanction and condone all 

sin and error. (jj) He errs as to Job's wHe, and misreads Psalm 137: 9, 

which characterizes the delight of a heathen nation, not God! 

Mr. Bratteng states what HE DOESN'T LIKE, what DISPLE.I\SES HIM, what 

SEEMS UNREASONABLE TO HIM, and by that, God's ability to KNo\>1 and to 

FUNCTION are impaired. We've noted his misunderstandi.ng of God and love. 

Really, Mr. Bratteng, your displeasure with the Bible in no sense disproves 

God; for that point, as you argue, you will have to go back and deal with 

the beginnings, or with or~gins. You will have to show us, by the humanis

tic/atheistic method, just HOi" first things appeared. Can you do it? He 

like the fact that he ends stating that he approves of some New Testament 

features, and we've tried to stress that this is the law we are under today 

(Matt. 17:5). He says the New Testament message is the same as humanism; 

really, Mr. Bratteng? Remember humanism on free-love, divorce, euthanasia 

and abortion? That's humanism'S love for mankind! 

BRATTENG'S SECOND AFFIRMATIVE 

Bill Jackson chides me for giving my first essay a title instead of 

merely citing the proposition, but he then goes on to ask three questions 

that are not on the topic of the proposition, which is the relationship of 

.' 

http:misunderstandi.ng
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the Bible to the supposed existence a god 0 Despi te Jackson's expressed 

desire to have a "more detailed discussion" the five page limit does not 

permit it. I would be delighted to discuss his questions in detail -- in 

the proper forum. For the time being I shall merely note the following for 

eachof his questions: 1) tolerance of certain actlons by others does not 

constitute approval or advocacy; 2) the question of our material exis

tence is much to complex to deal with here; 3) no humanist could condone 

Hitler's actions (besides Hitler was a Christian, not a humanist). 

Hy first essay gave examples of the humanness of the Bible -- that iss 

the idea that the errors of the Bible are not consistent with the idea of a 

perfect author; but that such errors are best explained if the Bible is 

thought of as a product of human beings who are not perfecto 

Jackson boldly asserts that "no Bible truth is in conflict wHh any 

proven scientific truth 0" However, he fails to deal adequately with the 

conflicts I pointed out. Since we are limited in space, I shall treat only 

some I feel are important. 

In Genesis 1 and 2 the first account is clearly a chronology by days; 

the second does not give a day-by-day description but does give a sequence 

of events. In Genesis 1 some beasts were created on the fifth day while 

some were created on the sixth day; then man was created later on the sixth 

day to have dominion over the beasts. In Genesis 2 man is created, but God 

did not think he should be alone so God created every beast of the field 

and fowl of the air. Adam was still alone so then God created Woman. Read 

it for yourself~ The sequences of the two chapters are mutually exclusive. 

The story of Jacob and Laban clearly violates what science tells us 

about heredity. Jackson claims that Jacob was "using skills regarding 

breeding." However, such skills do not exist in the world that science 
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reveals You can draw on your own experience and commo~ sense to help you0 

understand this. Recall that the biblical story claims that what animals 

see as they mate determines what the offspring will look like. Imagine a 

room full of white lab rats (male and female). Imagine that the room has 

bright red polka dots covering every visible surface. Guess how many 

offspring of the rats will be born with red polka dots. If you guessed 

none~ congratulations, you know more about genetics and heredity than Bill 

Jackson or the author of Genesis 30. If Bill Jackson wishes to invoke a 

god that can and does break the laws of nature 1 that is another matter than 

saying that the Bible does not contradict what science tells us Q The 

contradictions are there. 

The books of Leviticus and Deuteronomy are essentially lists of God's 

laws for his people. Jackson claims that the dietary prohibitions were 

based on the sinfulness of eating certain things. Certainly that is what 

the account says; however , this only matters if we assume the Bible is the 

word of God. The prohibitions do not make sense in human terms except as a 

way of requiring people to do what is in their own best interest. A modern 

example is seat belt laws; most people do not use them just because the 

belts are a good idea. It is necessary to have a law to get most people to 

buckle up_ Likewise it was a good idea not to eat pork; however, a hungry 

person might not have been wise enough to avoid harmful foods unless there 

was a law requiring such behavior. For many "primitive" peoples 1 survival 

of the group depended on the survival of as many individuals as possible. 

therefore even self-destructive acts that we now see as affecting only the 

perpetrator could not be tolerated in a society that needed every able body 

it could muster. Religion is merely one tool for insuring certain behav

iors within a society. 
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One other point about the dietary laws that Jackson dodges is the 

inclusion of bats with birds. Jackson tries to make rhetorical points by 

pretending the book refers to "winged creatures," but this is not so. In 

one case it says birds and in the other it says fowL Bats are not any 

sort of bird or fowl. The Bible reveals a lack of understanding of zoo

logical relationships. Such an error is understandable for ignorant human 

authors but not for a perfect one. 

In the story of Joshua the fundamental impossibility of stopping the 

sun is dismissed by Jackson as being the equivalent of stopping the hands 

on a clock. Anyone who understands physics knows that this is not part of 

how science describes the real world. The forces required to stop (and 

re-start) the earth's rotation would be immense ~ and the agency to carry 

out such motion is not part of the world science knowso 

Furthermore, anyone who understands the solar system knows that the 

sun does not move around the earth -- the earth rotates on its axis When 

the Bible says that the sun stopped 1 we can see that the people who wrote 

the Bible did not understand this bit of simple astronomy. [It was not, as 

Jackson says, just an hour~ but a whole day that the sun was said to be 

stopped.] 

This last error of Jackson's shows that we all, as human beingsp 

occasionally err. In my previous essay I erred when I included Job's wife 

as a casualty of God's wager with Satan. Actually, it was only his chil

dren who were slain to test Job's faith 0 But ~ Jackson focused only on my 

slip and did not deal with the cruelty of murdering children as a part of a 

bet. 
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Furthermore, Jackson distorts my statements when he refers to the 

passages that I cited to contradict the notion of God as a loving beingo 

did not say 1 as Jackson indicates, that a loving God would have to love 

rape or murder; or would not punish evil doers o The examples I gave were 

of death and punishment of innocent people. A just and loving God would 

not punish any innocent person because of someone else's transgression. In 

one case the victims were not entirely innocent: the 42 children that were 

killed for mocking a bald man. However; is capital punishment something a 

loving God would decree for rude children? If that were the case none of 

our own children would be permitted to live past the age of three" 

Bill Jackson also avoids the true meaning of Matthew 5:17-180 Jesus' 

words are quite clear and unambiguous in this passage. I shall even quote 

it: "Think not that I am come to destroy the law; or the prophets: I am not 

come to destroy but to fulfill. For verily I say unto you p Till heaven and 

earth pass, one jot or one tittle shall in no wise pass from the law, till 

all be fulfilled." Now, unless you agree that heaven and earth have passed 

and that all has been fulfilled, the only interpretation for this passage 

is that Jesus is saying that the laws are still in effect. Every jot and 

tittle of the law still stand 1 includ'ing the dietary laws p the laws about 

relative worth of men, women, and children" the laws demanding animal 

sacrifices, the law that disobedient children must be killed, and the law 

that women who are not virgins must be stoned to death at their fathers n 

doors ~ The Old Testament does not to my knowledge have a passage saying 

that once the Messiah comes you can simply ignore all the old laws. 

In the case of Saul's conversion Jackson dismisses the contradictlon 

by claiming the distinction between hearing and hearing with comprehension. 

The passages themselves tell another story: Acts 9:7, "and the men which 
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journeyed with him stood speechless, hearing a voice, but seeing no man." 

Acts 22 :9, "And they that were with me saw indeed the light, and were 

afraid, but they heard not the voice of him that spake to me." To Bill 

Jackson, IIhearing a voice" and IIheard not the voice" mean the same thing. 

Now that is blind faith. 

I was not born disbelieving the Bible (technically I did not believe 

nor disbelieve anything). Soon I was taught, as were you and Bill Jackson p 

.to believe that the Bible is the Word of God. Unlike those of you that 

remained believers I reaHzed that faith is not enough. In order for 

something to be accepted as true I felt it should accord with facts from 

the real world. The believer assumes the truth of that which he or she 

wishes to prove. God exists because the Bible says so; the Bible is true 

because it is the word of God. What is the independent evidence that 

demonstrates that the Bible is anything other than the words of many igno

rant and superstitious people who desperately sought to answer questions 

that they could not answer? There simply is none 0 You must have faUh 

that it is so, and there is no way to accept the quaint myths of the Bible 

without a mountain of faith. 

One very important point about the discussion of God and the Bible is 

that the existence of a god is not proven nor disproven by the Bible (or by 

science). Errors in the Bible are not proof that there is no god; they are 

only proof that the Blble was written by fallible human beings. Further

more the existence of a god is not, so far as we know, a subject for sclen

tific studies. 

Science does not deal with things beyond nature (joe., supernatural 

things). Thus, there is no evidence for any supernatural being or occur

rence. Many of us then choose to say that this total lack of evidence 
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might easily be interpreted to mean that there is no such thing; however? 

we do not say that the point is proven to any scientifically acceptable 

level of probabilityo Science is neutral on the existence of a god~ 

Here are my questions on this topic for Bill Jackson: 1) What evidence 

outside of the Bible tells us that the Bible is true? 2) Why do you at

tempt to argue based on evidence and logic when at the end you simply 

accept on faith things you cannot explain? 3) Why does a supposedly ethi

cal Christian routinely and deliberately distort what an atheistic adver

sary says? 

JACKSON'S SECOND NEGATIVE 

It is already obvious that Mr. Bratteng will not be meeting the issues 

the propositions demand. He is a humanist; but will not forthrightly admit 

that his views are those set forth in the creed of humanismo Upon our 

every meeting, he has tried to disassociate hlmself from their printed 

decrees, but he upholds every one ofth~m! He dodged my question Noo 2~ 

well knowing that he holds a completely unscientific vJew, and he chooses 

to say 1 "Too complex to deal with it here." His humanistic values could 

not consistently condemn Hitler's actions 1 but he simply states that a 
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humanist couldn't condone Hitler. He adds that Hitler was a Christian; if 

so? then Bratteng is a Christian, for he earlier told me he was brought up 

to believe in God and the Bible. The fact is that no one is a Christian 

simply because of exposure to Bible truth in an earlier time; what Hitler 

stood for, and what Bratteng stands for, shows that neither of them fits a 

Christian mold! 

By the way, Hitler's statements were: "The best thing is to let Chris

tianity die a natural death ••••when understanding of the universe becomes 

widespread ••• then the Christian doctrine will be convicted of 

absurdity •••• the only way of getting rid of Christianity is to allow it to 

die little by little." (Hitler's Secret Conversations, by Ho R. Trevor

Roper, New York: Farrar? Straus and Young, 1953, pp. 49?50,51). Now, it is 

very, very clear that Hitler's expressed views are closely akin to 

Bratteng's own; indeed, he had far more in common with Bratteng than with 

any man claiming to follow the Christ! 

Bratteng's claim to showing the humanness of the Bible is based on the 

fact that he feels God must have expressed himself p in every way and on 

every topic, just as a late-20th century botanist or zoologist would! God, 

states Bratteng, will not be allowed to express himself as pertained to 

time.. place, nation and culture then prevailing. And, since Bratteng 

rejects the idea of God .. he feels that any picture of God working is a 

product of man; but, Mr. Bratteng, that's because of your own preconception 

that God doesn't exist! 

On Genesis 1 and 2, Bratteng will give us "double-talk," on the terms 

"chronology by days" and "sequence." Genesis 2 explains that man needed a 

suitable helper, and recaps that of the animals created, none thus suited 
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man's needs, and woman was made. Bratteng FORCES the reference to animals 

in 2:19 to be "sequence," so then he can cry, "Contradiction!" It is 

obvious when an argument is contrived! 

As to Jacob and Laban, Mr. Bratteng should know that even today those 

who work in animal breeding do not know all that contributes to coloration. 

As to God breaking the laws of nature, God set up those laws, and has in 

the miraculous age worked on occasion above those laws. God, being God, 

can do this, and Bratteng cannot discount that it was so. Bratteng would 

have to disprove the existence of God to prove his case. Amazing that 

Bratteng cannot stand the idea of God over-riding natural law, but in the 

question he wants to evade, as to the origin of material things, he and all 

atheists hold positions in violation of ALL NATURAL LAii an ALL SCIENTIFIC 

LAW! 

I'm glad Bratteng agrees that God declares the sinfulness of things. 

But, he acts as if God performed agalnst man's "best interests 0" Let us 

remember that Bratteng, as a humanist, wants things to proceed for "man's 

best interests," but remember also the humanist stand favoring divorce, 

abortion, euthanasia, suicide and homosexuality! Ah yes, Bratteng feels 

humanism is in man's best interests, but that God's decrees were not! And 

did you get Bratteng' s point on self-destruction? - it can be tolerated 

because we can spare them, having more people than we need! The humanist 

"standard" is being revealed! 

On Leviticus 11:19-21, one can easily see the transition from birds to 

the inclusion of "other winged creatures,," including insects that fly. 

Ridiculous to thlnk that God I s writers must use the classification system 

that men accept in 1988, or else "the Bible is not from God!" God couldn't 

stop the earth's rotation, says Bratteng, because the needed force would be 
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immense! Well~ Bratteng, that's who we're talking about when we speak of 

God - AN IMMENSE FORCE! It is rejected because "it's not part of the world 

science knows!" See, folks, Bratteng falls down to worship at the fE~et of 

what he calls "science," and for all of its ignorance" contradictions1 

speculations and often ridiculousness, science is all of it, and therefore 

he states p flI cannot accept the idea of God!" How self-centered can a man 

be? "I cannot accept God? and presto, since I can't accept God, then God 

does not exist, and no work of God is allowed to be a work of God!" 

I'm glad Bratteng is concerned with the "cruelty of murdering chil

dren" (his fault with the book of Job)" what with his being a humanist and 

the humanist creed giving approval of abortions, self-murder and murder of 

the aged! Yes sir p Bratteng has strong sensibilities, when it comes to 

just how God should have actedo But such complaints do not remove God from 

existence! 

Mre Bratteng does not like my characterizing of his view of a "loving 

God," and yet he does hold the view that a "loving God would not bring 

capital punishment to bear upon one who violated the law of God - the man 

who gathered the sticks" and should Moses not have had his son circumcisedo 

These are not "innocents p " Mro Bratteng p if God~s law was broken 0 And you 

mentioned these as proof that God is not "loving"! Love demands rebuke and 

punishment on occasion! 

Amazing now to see that an atheist, as to Matthew 5:17-18, is the one 

who has a "clear and unambiguous" understanding of the passage 0 He has 

proven that he is clear on hardly any passage" but now he proposes great 

theological understanding of Old and New Testament relationshipsQ By the 

way, "virgin women stoned at their father' 5 doors" related to the one 

instance1 and Jephthah1 and not to all virgin women under the law, as 
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Bratteng implied 0 We will be glad to show him the Old Testament passage" 

Jeremiah 31: 31 ff p where God made the Jews a promise that a new covenant 

would come, unlike the previous one. Colossians 2:14 and Ephesians 2:15 

shaHS fulfillment, and Hebrews 8:8ff and 10:9 reconfirms: One covenant 

ended, and the second one began! At least in this discussion, we can help 

Bratteng find his way around the Bible! 

Bratteng wants a contradiction so bad that he will not allow that one 

can "hear l''' and at the same time "not hear with understanding" - he won't 

allow it, but both of us, and all men, have experienced it! 

I will stand with Bratteng in the view that reason is vital; in fact, 

one cannot understand Bible truth without reason. Bear in mind that which 

Bratteng will try (if ever) to explain the origin of the universe" and man, 

it will be the words of one accepting the speculations of mere mortals in 

areas where they cannot know, have not one bit of scientific evidence, and 

the holding of the1r views requires t10UNTAINS OF FAITH! I I m glad to see 

that Mr. Bratteng states that if errors were proven in the Bible, it still 

would not disprove God! He states that h1s field cannot disprove God, and 

yet states the wording of his proposition demands that he show that the 

idea of God is BEST explained as a human creation - and, what has he done 

along this line? And" he has but one other affirmative article! 

He sates that science does not deal with things beyond nature, we then 

would ask why scientists venture forth into realm of origins, beginnings? 

He states that science is neutral on the existence of God; then, Mr. 

Bratteng, why do you endeavor to speak, as a man of science, in these 

areas? If you are "neutral p " then as a true neutral you would have to say 

"there is as much evidence FOR God as against!" Bratteng p then" appears to 

be agnostic, not atheistic! 
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I wonder if he wants the short shrift to his questions, such as he 

gave to mine? (1) Evidence from every scientific field, from 175 years of 

Biblical archaeology, from secular writers, from the statements of the best 

men who I ve ever lived. from the Blble' s influence for good 1 and from the 

history of its own indestructibility. (2) Mr. Bratteng errs when he states 

that faith must be without evidence and without logic. His statement from 

a man who holds the "scientific" view that "in the beginning was nothing, 

and one day nothing got busy and gave itself life and order!" Faith em

braces evidence! (Heb. 11:1). (3) Show the distortion, Mr. Bratteng, and 

call yourself. unless you want to be deceitful, an agnostic rather than an 

atheist! Remember. this from a fellow who insists that Genesis 2 is se

quence p when it does not so claim. who insists Old Testament law still 

pertains against clear words to the contrary, who indicts God by man's view 

of justice, and who claims that his views stand with evidence and logic! 

Mr. Bratteng has failed thus far, and time is running out! 

BRATTENGgS THIRD AFFIRMATIVE 

Pure rhetoric, utter nonsense, outrageous lies and distortions. This 

is the only way to describe Bill Jackson's second negative. [I bet the 

third will be even more "negat i ve."] I am not surprised that other non

believers decline to "debate" Jackson. They realize the futility of argu

ing with someone that refuses to listen, to think, or to deal honestly with 

the issues. 
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In my opinion, Jackson has deceitfully proposed a debate that is, in 

fact, purely designed to air his pre-packaged platitudes. It seems he had 

no intention of an actual debate on whether the Bible is explainable as a 

flawed work of imperfect human beings. He chose instead to make ita 

platform for his vendetta against people that do not believe as he does. 

How else can we account for his dragging Hitler into the debate? Hitler 

has nothing whatsoever to do with this matter. However, Jackson knows that 

by spuriously linking me with Hitler, he can win points with those lacking 

the insight to recognize such an illogical rhetorical device, and who want 

only to be reassured in their superstitious beliefs. 

I have tried to deal with the proposition in a direct and honest way 

even to the point of admitting an error I made, and by admitting that 

science cannot prove the nonexistence of a god. Since Jackson understands 

so little about science, I need to point out that science never proves 

anything; it merely provides the best explanation of the facts available at 

the time. Science is not my religion; it is not a matter of faith but of 

evidence. Science may be incorrect about some things, and it may not have 

all the answers, but it is still our most reliable source of knowledge. 

And, as we apply science to what we do not know, we find out more and more. 

Furthermore 9 the devices you use in your daily lives cannot be attributed 

to knowledge acquired from the Bible or any other religious source; they 

are the products of science and technology derived from scienceo Religion 

is not science and therefore it can claim absolute truth However, the¢ 

burden then is to avoid appearing wrong -- no matter how illogical or 

deceitful one must be. 
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I showed several points v/here the Bible is wrong -- either it contra

dicts itself or it contradicts scientific knowledge, but, Bill Jackson 

cannot afford to admit even one little error. So, how does he deal with 

the errors? He fudges with the truth. He brings in irrelevant and mis

leading matters to shift the focus away from the errors. And, when really 

in a corner, he attacks the non-believer. 

Read Genesis 1 and 2 and decide who is making a contrived argument. 

The Bible says one thing, but Bill Jackson says something else. Moving 

along we find that Jackson is wrong about Jacob and Laban and about what 

science knows of inheritance of coloration ~ VIe know that animal breeding 

does not work the way described. But then, Jackson says that it does not 

matter, anyway, since God is free to break natural laws. However, remember 

that Jackson also claimed tbat nothing in the Bible contradicts science 

(natural law)o Jackson needs to decide which way he wants it; it can 9 t be 

both ways. 

A flagrant distortion (and irrelevancy): "the humanist stand favoring 

0divorce ~ abortion, euthanasia and homosexuality II Humanists, myself in-

eluded do not FAVOR these things, HOHevel~9 in some cases some people may 

find some of them better than the alternatives Who among you is so cruelo 

as to deny a terminally 111 person who is in constant ~ excruciating pain 

the opportunity to have a swift~ painless end to the suffering? Apparently 

Bill Jackson is. But, more importantly in this series of articles on God 

and the Bible, it is not at all relevanto 

Discussions of hUmanism and the Humanist Manifesto would be appropri

ate for some other discussion; in this context they only confuse the issue 

and distract from the discussion of biblical errors as evidence for its 

human origin. But~ for the record, I do not distance myself from humanist 
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writings. I agree with most of what is written in the Humanist Ma~ifesto 

II. However, this manifesto is not a creed. It does not prescribe what 

one must believe in order to be a humanist as does the Bible for the Chris

tian. Instead this manifesto is descriptive; it is what several humanists 

decided was a consensus of what humanists think. I have no objections to 

discussing and defending humanist thinking, but I feel such matters are not 

appropriate in this forum. 

Now to continue with the matter at hand: we see a slippery sidestep 

when Jackson dismisses the odious actions of his God in Job by attacking me 

instead of dealing with the real issue. The capricious murder of children 

is lost in the shuffle as he claims that I as a humanist monster have no 

room to talk about atroC'ities But, it would not matter if I were ano 

ax-murderer (which w by the way~ I am not) ~- what about your loving God? 

How can such an action be justified by supposedl y Chl~istian criteria or 

even by humanistic criteria? Jackson realizes that it cannot g so he dodges 

the question. 

Considering the matter of origins that seems quite important to Bill 

Jackson ~ we find him continually using one particular phrase that he at

tributes by inference to humanists. atheists, or scientists (depending on 

his target at the moment). What does the hUmanist explanation fer origins 

have to do with the subject of the Bible and its relationship to a supposed 

God as the best explanation for the world? Nothing" but Jackson throws it 

in every chance he getso 

By the way, the catchY phrase On slight variation) that keeps popping 

up is, "nothing got busy and gave itself life and order." It is not the 

scientific f atheistic, or hUmanistic view that something came from nothing 

-- that notion is the Judea-Christian view. God made something out of 
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nothing. The scientifiC' answer to the question 1 "vIhere did we all come 

froro"?" is v "We den Vt know ~ but we have some ideas that have some evidence 

to support them Q Of course~ we could be wror'goll Admitting ignorance may 

not be as satisfying as aiming absolute certainty; but it is honesto 

And, more importantly, the claims that are made have evidence to support 

them. The religious vieW has no evidence _e_ only assertions. 

1clhen Bill Jackson answers the question about origins ~ he gives a very 

definite answer. But what he really does is give a name to his ignorance; 

he calls it "God." Ask him where God came from. If he answers~ "I don't 

know," then you can see my point. However. if he answers that "God always 

was g II then you should ask him why the physical universe could not be in the 

category of "always-was." I expect the answer will be. "the Bible tells me 

500" 

Invoking the Bible as the source of knowledge is a classic example of 

circular reasoning My point iS t and has consistently been9 to show thato 

the Bible is just another book unless it has independent verification that 

is testableo So far neither Jackson nor any other believer has shown such 

evidence. The starting point is ahlays that the Bible is true. \,Ihere is 

there even one shred of evidence for the existence of an all-knowing God as 

author of this bl')ok? The person or persons that wrote the "Holy Bible" on 

my desk certainly were not all-knowing. In fact ~ whoever' was responsible 

did not even know very mucb about how the wor-ld really works. 

Anothel' ploy Jackson uses is to point out that my knowledge of the 

Bible is lacking" I ylill admit that I am not a biblical scholar; however ~ 

I reel as Mark T.ain ••Id, "It ain't t~se tarts or the Bible that I can't 
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understand that bother me 9 it 1~ the parts I de understand." Jackson has 

not dealt directly and honestly kJith any of my objectionsg continually 

dodging questions by various rhetoric devices. 

Furthermore Jackson prete~ds great knowledge of the Bible that is not 

supported by his statements < For example, in reference to Deuteronomy 

22: 13~21 he is wrong that H applies b) just one case; he also incorrectly 

cites it as virgins it is ~on-virgins. Ir a previous article he claimed 

Joshua stopped the sun fm:' an hour; the Bible says it was a day. And in 

the matter of Saul's c;:';f'vel'sio'" the Bible says iheard g ' not 1heard with 

understanding. I Jackson claims literal truth for some parts of the Bible 

but not those where the litenll statemel"ts are inconsistent with what he 

wants it t() say" 

But cle2rlv, JackstJr' knows certain parts very well -- those that 

support what he wantso However. the Bible is so contradictory that one can 

"prove" just about anything ~ depend ing on whieh parts are used. Racism ~ 

sexism. genoctde ~ and reI igicus p'ers,:'!cution all have been justified by 

people holding a Bible in one hand and a sword or a torch in the other. 

Jackson IS statemert that Hi tIer IIhad falJ'" mor"e in. common with Bratteng 

than with any mar claiming to fo110;"; the Christ" is given the lie whel" we 

consider the mute testimony of bur~ed OF hanged witches l the victims of the 

Holy Inquisition, and },nfidels slail" by Crusaders mal'ching behind the 

Cross¢ These vict.ims of avowed foll·owers of lithe Christi' shared the same 

fate as th,~ people in Hitler I s Hclccaust" [To update this exercise in 

'- .guilt by Bt1sociation I need mel'l1.20n only two words ~ ~Bakkerq and 

, Swaggart • ' ] 
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Bill Jackson tells me time 18 ou~ to make my case. but even at 

the outset I had vir-tua 11y no chance of reaching true~believers who are 

secur8 in the comforting and fables of the Bible. At best I hope at 

least some of you will accept that non-beli9VElrs have a right to exist f and 

that they aT'S not the embodiment of evi} as some cla5:m, 

" kno¥f the truil;h s and the tru th shall make you free 0 Perhaps you" 

r~,membeT' thos"l words attr.ibu.t:ed to some011f:l callBd Jesus 9 but if you are 

Bill Jackson or one of his fol1o'flerS you won't heed them because you are 

ensIaved the ble dream -- biblical inerrancy_ Those that seek 

the truth must be leads, even it if leads to 

ideasc Bu-i:: 9 stnce ~orcfort apparc:mtly is more imp'')T'tant to 

you than truth you will continue to follm-J Bill Jackson. He will tell you 

what you want to hear 

JACKSON S THIRD NEGATIVE 

I am amazed that. Mr ~ Bratteng is shocked that. I have a negative ~ and 

that he anticipates more r:egati ve - that is my job in this por'tion of our 

discussion. He will have his negative opportunities in our second portion. 

I am all the more amazed that Bratteng charges me wi. th utterirg nonsense, 

1 ies and distortions 1 when he kl1\;ws that. he is upset that anyone challenges 

To Guest'i:J11 him is, in the Bratteng view, to b-e IIdishonest with the 

issues!!" He accuses me of great wrong in to !/line him up with 

Hitler". Friends~ [vir. Bratteng needs to be hone~tf also. Didn't h,e state 

that Hitler was a "Christian." and thus tried to line him up with me? 
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On"" more amaZi!1g is that fcl!' 0 fjratt.eng attempts to argue a point, 

and then will admit that science proves nothing g but only orfeps "the best 

explaY1ation available at the time. II Hell! that's so "chancy" that l'lro 

Bratteng has 110 basis for m'guil1g against God; since science cannot prove 

nor disprove God. must then be agnostic and say, "I don 1 t 

"it is still our most reliable 

source of lmo~iledge,1l surelv musr, adt:!it that thet'e is kt"!ot·.Jledge beyond just 

science as a source of "knowl

.n after ad~itting science ca~ t prove an ! ! !??? 

said t11'3t he t-,7orked te, show the Bible must be a flawed 

But lEiS he forgotten that he was to show 

that the idea of c is a human creation??'?? And surely he oan see by 

l"g cut things from the Bible. claimi"g "contradiction," 

(and his ref:Jsal to allol;i that there may be true and reas;):lable explana

tion) goe$ rot so much toward p~oving th8t the bible is e huma~ product as 

it does to pr'ov1.l"g t':1at Steve; Br3.tteng is of t~e Book iO ar.d so 

prejudiced that he wE 1. n;)t allow the Book a tvpe of hearing that. he would 

give to any other volumel goes too far when he claims that the 

devices we use in life ea~n{) t, be by Bible kroVlledge, but must come 

through scie~2eo I ohalle~ge thatc One device I use dailY is that of the 

sacredness of ltfe, B"d sci~~ce car tell us ~oth 

if it can't be placed in a test-tube, it can't exist O? be true! 

(}ne about Mr Eratteng. is the faot that he, an 

atheist/humanist}, did 'lot k~(\,,, that he '\-Icu.ld be caIl.ed upon to defend his 

Nice work he lays out 
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for himself: He states, in effect, "Let me attack God, but don't ask me to 

defend hUmanism. Let Jackson believe in God, but Jackson neve~ can answe~ 

that a matte~ is the work or will of God." 

Let us review the bends and twists of Bratteng: (1) He insists that 

Genesis 2 is chronology, whereas nothing states this or indicates this. You 

see, it has to be chronology, else he cannot claim, "Contradiction!" (2) He 

will not allow God to work in the case of Jacob and Laban, but insists that 

the reco~d of thousands of years ago must be stated in terms of 1988 sci

ence - though all the while he tells us science never proves anything!!! 

(3) He is bothered by natural law, never stopping to realize that if God 

is, he is above natural law. (4) The real humanist Bratteng must agree 

wi th the statements in the Humnanist Mani festo, all the wtli.le now stat ing 

such as divorce, abortion, euthanasia and homosexuality are not to be 

looked upon with FAVOR, but that, for example, the murder of a terminally 

ill person is better than having the person suffer! NOW, when we can bring 

the real Bratteng out, he is something else! And, no wonder that, though 

his arguments against God and the Bible are based on his atheism and human

ism, he thinks it inappropriate for me to bring them up! 

(5) Bratteng has a "case" against God being a loving God, because God 

doesn't behave as Bratteng thinks he should. And, have you noticed (as is 

typical of all atheistic/humanistic rantings) that what usual! y upsets 

these are facts about punishment for sin!? Peculia~, isn't it? That's 

parallel to the man who rants and raves against the penal system, against 

law enforcement and the idea of incarce~ation - when he himself lives in 

violation of law! I'd sayan atheist/humanist has good reason to disag~ee 

with the Bible's concept of punishment of the ungodlyl Both he and Twain 

have reason to be bothered! 
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(6) In critioism of God, Bratteng now says things cannot be justified 

by a Christian criteria, when he has pepeatedly argued not on the teaohing 

of the Christ, but on the la1if of Moses. When one gives evidence that we 

are not now under that law, he simply pejects the point! (7) Bratteng 

argues against the Bible, and God, and thus against all that God says about 

origins, and then when I bring up origins, he wishes to exclude it from the 

discussion as insignificant! It has to all be one way, doesn't it, Mr. 

Brat teng? On opigins, he again tells us that science fails here, that 

there is some evidence, but that it could be wrong! Then, he cannot state 

the Bible's points are definitely wrong, can he? He errs when he states 

the reI igious view has no evidence: Rather, the religious view has the 

evidence of science, in that there must be life to give life, and that 

matter is not eternal! Vie see him then, finally, admitting what he knows 

to be unscientific: He states that maybe the physical universe "always 

was ~" (8) He faults the Bible, and God, saying that God shows himsel f not 

to be all-knowing, for "he didn't know much about how the world really 

works." Why make that point, Mr. Bratteng, when you have admitted that 

science doesn't know, and can't prove anything, and that even when science 

speaks, it may be wrong!? (9) He chides me in regat"d to Deuteronomy 22, 

when he did not cite Deuteronomy 22 earlie1", but only referred to the 

killing of a daughter; I took this to be the case of Jephthahp but as to 

Deuteronomy 22, it is the punishment due to one being in violation of God's 

la\i! (10) No, Mr. Bratteng, I know that God stopped the sur for a day, but 

was illustrating that man can arrange an extra hour of daylight, and 

Bratteng has no trouble with it, then God could do the same for an 
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hour ••• and if so, for a day_ (11) In Saul's case, Bratteng will not allow 

"hearingll on the one hand, but "hearing not with comprehension" on the 

other, though two different Greek words are used to convey it. 

Bratteng, in his continued ranting, then turns to claim that all 

manner of crime has been committed by people holding the Bible in their 

hands; but he was obligated to show why the Bible could not be of God, and 

why God could not exist, and speak of being off the subject: What men have 

done holding the Bible in hand is not the point at all! 

Bratteng continues to err when he cites the misbehavior men, as they 

themselves violate the Bible's teaching. and hopes that this proves the 

Bible is of man, and not God! A pitiful exercise, Bratteng! A thousand 

misconducts by those who claim to believe the Bible does not disprove the 

Bible when rightfully used. Too bad Bratteng is ignorant enough to think 

that unwol"thy men somehow proves the Bible unworthy! We point out again 

that which Bratteng does not want to hear: Considering Bratteng is a 

humanist, and seeing what their Manifesto (ItII) advocates, as to human 

life and value, Bratteng and Hitler have much in common! 

In his final sympathy ploy, Bratteng urges upon our readers that 

non-believers have a right to exist, and that they do not embody eviL 

Your right to exist is not in question, Mro Bratteng. Believing the Bible, 

I think you have a right to exist, bel ieve that you were created by God, 

believe in the sacredness of your life, would not have wanted to abort you 

while in your mother's womb, would not encourage you to commit suicide v and 

when old and infirm, would not want you exterminated! The Bible teaches me 

those values. However, Mr. Bratteng, your position, as a humanist t would 

not extend the same good-will to me. As an atheist, you think that all men 

are animals, having no sanctity to their lives, and feel that no moral 
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wrong would be done in exterminating us (except as it might break some 

man-made legal rule). Again, the Bible does tell me that what the human

ist/atheist stands for is evil, and evil in its worst forms! We note, at 

the end, that Bratteng makes a plea that truth be followed 9 even to the 

accepting of a discomforting idea. Truth, Mr. Bratteng? Where will you 

find it, since you say all must rest in science, but that science proves 

nothing, and in what it says, it may well be Wl"ong! This man, readersp 

directs men to TRUTH - what truth? 

We shall now end this first hal f of our discussion by noticing what 

Mr. Bratteng has not done. His proposition obligated him to show that the 

idea of a god or the Bible as the word of a god, are ideas best explained 

as hUman creations. Mr. Bratteng has (1) FAILED to do anything other than 

to show that men have, in history f fashioned gods 0 The Bible says that; 

(2) FAILED to see that Genesis 1 is chronology, and says so, while Genesis 

2 makes no such claim; (3) FAILED to allow God to speak or act, because 

Bratteng decided there is no God; (4) FAILED to see that a record of thou

sands of years ago need not fit 1988 zoological classifications to still be 

an accurate picture of the animal; (5) FAILED to look at New Testament 

passages clearly shOwing that the Old Testament, a law given only to Is

rael, has been replaced by the Law of Christ; (6) FAILED to see that his 

faul ting God I S law is so often merel y Bratteng t s reaction to sin being 

punished; in his liberalism, he wants wrong to go unpunished; and (7) 

FAILED to see that one misbehaving 9 in failing to apply Bible teaching, 

does not prove the Bible to be unworthy. Bratteng has FAILED in being a 

humanist, in that while he agrees with most in the Humanist Manife:sto, he 

denies that it is his creed (but only a consensus, but that's good enough 

to be a creed). Bratteng has FAILED to do any more than demonstrate that 
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he doesn't understand the Bible; his prejudice against it keeps him from 

doing any reconciling studyo Bratteng proposed to show that the idea of 

God is a hUman creation, but put forth no effort to show that God could not 

exist. Never in human history has a man promised so much, and spent so 

much time in delivering so little! 

JACKSON~S FIRST AFFIRMATIVE 

It is with pleasure that I now begin the second half of the discussion 

with Mr. Bratteng. In our earlier exchange, he had said that the idea of 

God, and the Bible as the Word of that God, was best explained as being of 

human origin. He merely revealed that he did not believe in God, and that, 

in examining the Bible ~ he just didn't understand it. He never explained 

hOvl rejection of God was the BEST course for mankind, nor did he choose to 

get into the atheists' view of origins. the first cause, etc. Now, in this 

present port ion of our discussion, in meeting my statements t he will be 

expected to show how atheism and humanism hold positions in the best inter

est of society. It is hopeful that our exchanges will add something to the 

continual discussion ongoing between believers and the the.istic communityo 

The proposition I am to affirm is this: "The idea that things exist 

wi thout creation by God, that man evolved from lower creatures, and the 

idea of hUmanism are not productive of society's good." vie, then, speak 

against the idea that there is no God, and thus against the idea that all 

things, including man t are here by the action of non-intellectual and 
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accidental forces. And we speak against the philosophy of humanism, and 

state that all of these factors work that which is detrimental, harmful and 

destructive to any society! 

In keeping with our agreement, I have these three questions for my 

opponent's responses: (1) Since you reject the Biblical account of origins, 

please tell us that which was the first existing thing 9 and from which all 

else cameo (2) Is it your view that the universe, or matter~ or something, 

"always was," and if so, is this a sound scientific view? (3) Is the 

humanist approval of divorce~ abortion, homosexuality, euthanasia and 

suicide that which betters society f enriches life, promotes human values 

and uplifts the character of mankind? These questions are directly related 

to the positions both Mr. Bratteng and I hold, and his forthright responses 

will expedite our discussion. I will now proceed by dividing my material 

into two sections, 

ATHEISM AND SOCIETY'S GOOD 

We wish to point out the following: 

(1) Atheism is not even good science. All atheistic literature will em

brace science, and declare loyalty to what science has revealed to us, but 

when pressed as to the origin of things, and how life came from non-life, 

and how dead matter became living matter ~ etc 0' without fail the atheist 

will take a completely unscientific view. That's why we want Mr. 

Bratteng's response to our questions No o 1 and 20 If "science" must fall 

back on "something always was t" then that something may as well be God! 

(2) Atheism promotes the irresponsibility of man. Since atheism begins its 

explanations without God ~ then man is here without God ~ and man becomes 

nothing more than an animal! In reality, man is an animal, and he has no 

concept of any higher power or authority - he lives in a completely "self
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world." The bottom line is that man is responsible for nothing, none have 

claims upon him or expectations concerning him, and even if he wills to 

submit to some rule, such as civil law, it is purely arbitrary, and if he 

breaks it. so what? This, in contrast with the Bible's picture of man 

being made in the image of, in the likeness of, God (Gen. 1:26). And more, 

from the Bible man is told that his every work is judged by God (Ecc. 

12:14). Atheism promotes irresponsibility, relegating man to animal 

status. (3) Atheism has nothing to say about the worth of man. Again, man 

is just an animal, and unexplanable to the atheist, man just happens to 

have more intellectual power than other animals But hUman worth cannot bee 

established through atheism, and finally, it is the "jungle rule" of might 

makes right and rule by the strongest. That's why Communism and atheism 

can so readily embrace one another! And (4), atheism can give man no moral 

values. Moral value cannot be established by science Q That's exactly why 

the most immoral of· acts can be embraced and furthered D as we will see in 

noting what hUmanism stands for in our time. When Mr. Bratteng so quickly 

made a move to point out that "non-believers have a right to exist," he 

merely revealed II by atheistio thinking, that "rights to exist" enters the 

picture. To the bel iever in God, such is never a question: None of us 

have the right to declare that one in disagreement with us has no right to 

exist! 

Just here we will challenge Mr. Bratteng p if he denies that his posi

tion is silent as to the worth of man, and as to moral value~ to state that 

which is his moral code - Where is it found? Who created it? Is it un

changeable? Who can change it? Where did it first appear? His dealing 

wi th these will aid us greatly in being able to see, from his view~ how 

atheism and humanism ARE PRODUCTIVE OF SOCIETY'S GOOD! 

------_.._-
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HUMANISM AND SOCIETY'S GOOD 


We do recall that Mro Bratteng tries to distance himself from all the 

printed declarations of humanism, and yet in his negating my proposition, 

he is in the position of declaring that humanism IS PRODUCTIVE OF SOCIETY'S 

GOOD! We deny that such is so, based on these factors: (1) Humanism is 

detrimental to society because of its approval of divorce. Remember, with 

no established moral value, and no basis for human worth, no wonder human

ism is bold to declare "right to divorce." Thus, homes are being wrecked 

in an alarming number today, and this is laid up against God's instructions 

of one man and one woman for life - his law on marriage from the beginning 

(Matt. 19:1-9). (2) Humanism is detrimental to society in its promotion of 

gross immoral ity, speaking favorably in the Humanist Manifesto of sexual 

behavior between consenting adults; thus, favoring fornication, adultery 

and homosexuality. The nation is wallowing in that filth this very hour, 

and the fact that atheists and humanists speak in behalf of such merely 

goes to prove our point on the absence of human value and moral worth when 

it comes to man and his behavior. Illicitness has brought upon the world, 

the most infectious of diseases, and humanism is speaking in promotion of 

the illicitness. Lay that alongside the Bible's teaching of one man, one 

woman, exclusively together in marriage v and sexual activity only in their 

marriage! Which is promotive of the best interests of society? (3) Human

ism is detrimental to society in the low view it has of hUman life and 

worth, believing that the taking of life can be at the whims and selfish 

desires of men. Thus the lvIanifesto speaks of the right to abortion, a 

crime taking place yearly in our land that causes Hitler's slaughter of the 

Jews to pale in comparison. Such once again points out the lack of consid

eration of hUman worth and value in humanism. The Manifesto speaks of the 
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right to suicide, and of the propriety of euthanasia, which would be the 

humanist's way of killing off an aged or infirm parent, but, of course, 

"with dignity.1I We have stressed before how humanism would free the world 

of problems, and at that, to also free the world of humanists and everyone 

else: Abort the unborn, kill off the aged, and encourage all others in 

between to coromi t suicide! Both the matter of suicide and euthanasia 

merely indicate that humanism is void of consideration of hUman and moral 

values, and all such are taken back to act merely as animals: It's not 

wrong to kill an animal, and if men think of themselves as merel y beasts, 

then no wonder they act as beasts, reject any efforts to get them to act 

otherwise, and no wonder al so that they can freel y end the life of each 

other - being only beasts! 

I am charging, Mr. Bratteng, that all of these forces, at work in any 

society on earth, will bring such a society down to an unparalleled low 

level, and will ultimately destroy that society. I am charging that what 

atheism and humanism stand for does nothing but lower man to the animal 

level, and that these philosophies have no moral value and cannot speak to 

human worth~ I am charging that animalistic behavior in our own society 

today is furthered and promoted by such immoral values at work in our 

midst. And, I am call ing on Mr 0 Brat teng not to cry as to how hUman! sts 

are despised and hated, nor to moan that some are saying they have no right 

to exist or speak. I am calling on him to show that the views of atheism 

and humanism elevate, promote society's GOOD! 

http:dignity.1I
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BRATTENGOS FIRST NEGATIVE 

I doubt you have noticed~ but there is a glaring disparity staring you 

in the face. Bill Jackson goes to some length to explain that I and other 

humanists are fundamentally evil and that we could not possibly be other

wise so long as we lack faith in supernatural beings. And since you proba

bly agree with whatever Jackso~ says, his statements sound plausibie and 

somewhat scary. 

Just imagine, here you ares> a God-fearing, Christian person surrounded 

by wicked, godless secular humanists who would just as soon kill you as 

look at you. Because we donGt believe in a God we have no basis for moral

ity; no reason to love, to have compaSSion, or even to go on living. So,. 

what's wrong with this picture? Just one itsy-bitsy little thing~ it just 

ain't so~ 

Some of the most mora 1, decent peop le ever to 1ive have been non,· 

believers while some of the most crue~ and awful acts in history have been 

carried out by believers acting "in God1s name." Of course. not all non

believers are exemplary individuals any more than all religious people are 

murdering monsters. But. there is clear ly no strict carre lation between 

belief and morality. 

Jackson seems convinced that as an atheistic humanist I represent a 

threat to a11 of human i ty (IIsoc i etyll) Q However ~ the very name and the 

definition of humanism show that humanists place the highest value on human 

life and human concerns. It is totally unacceptable for humanists to deny 

other human beings the right to live and think as they wish -- so long as 

they afford the same rights to others. 
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In his rhetoric Jackson claims that humanists support abortion~ eu

thanasia~ and suicide!> thus effectively eliminating all age classes of 

human society. If Jackson is telling the truth, you should be surprised 

that any of us still remain to threaten you. But~ Jackson is not telling 

the truth. However, he is right that humanism is a threat it is a 

threat to all those who do not wish to think for themse1ves~ favoring 

instead a blind faith in someone else!s notions that are comforting in 

their simple absolutism. Too bad life is not really so simple -- then none 

of us would ever need to think. 

To humaniststhe--itacksontan" notion of "jungle -men-by animalistic 

humanists is completely ludicrous. Human beings are obviously animals~ but 

the not ion of jungle ru le shows if complete lack of understand ing both of 

animals and of human behavior.; Jackson seems to think that animals go 

around k i 11 ing one another with no apparent reason and without any ru les 

for controlling social behavior. Actually~ contrary to Jackson's wrong~ 

headed ideas about the world,' animals do have rules that they follow; 

furthermore, ruthless, senseless killing is most commonly the preserve of 

human society, including ll if not especially, the self~proclaimed moral 

religionists. 

In response to Jacksonos statement that atheism is not good science~ 

"atheism" is not any kind of science~nor do atheists claim it is. Atheism 

is simply the lack of a belief in '!a god or gods. However, science is 

atheistic to the extent that th~re is no scientific evidence for gods and 

there is no formula, theory, or phenomenon that has a God-factor needed to 

make it workQ Look at any physics or chemistry booL Interactions of 
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matter and energy are explainable in strictly mathematical terms without 

any supernatural fudge factor. If a god exists g it is not part of what 

science knows or needs in order to explain the world around us. 

Jackson says that atheism promotes the irrespons ibil ity of man. Au 

contraire,,_ Bill. It is deity-driven religion that promotes irresponsibil

ity when it claims tlGod1s wilLI! The atheist/humanist has to rely on 

his/her own abilities (or those of other people) and cannot simply fall 

back on wishful thinking (some call it prayer). This forces a responsibil

ity in all areas~ including the dev~l~pment of moral and ethical systems. 

Jackson says atheism has n'othing to say about the worth of man g nor 

does it give man moral values. In the most narrow sense of atheism this is 

true~ since atheism deals only with 'the existence of a god and not with 

morals. 
i' 

However, most atheists do have a keen appreciation of human worth and 

do have moral values. The difference between atheists/humanists and re

ligionists is that atheistic ideas do-not depend on a sup~osedly supernatu

ral source; atheists and humanists value human intellect and emotional 

needs without intrusion from those human creations~ the gods. The humanist 

ideal of behavior is-the Golden Rule~ treat others as-you would have them 

treat you. 

It seems impossible for a 'true believer to be truly moral. Morality 

implies making a choice. To th~ believer g being moral is choosing actions 

that will lead to wonderful rew~rds while at the same time avoiding choices 

that lead to eternal misery. This is not a real choice» given that the 

believer is convinced an all-powerful God will prevaiL This makes it 

pretty easy to do the "right" thing. The person that chooses to do the 
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right thing for its own sake~ and not to obtain heavenly bliss» has truly 

made a moral choice. It is the humanist~ not the Bible-toting believer. 

who routinely makes such choices. 

Jackson insists on equating tolerance of various acts with approval of 

them. This is typical Bill Jackson nonsense. I find it downright insult

ing to have self-righteous Christians continually imply that I am wallowing 

in filth simply because I do no~ try2to regulate the private thoughts and 

behaviors of other people. Especially at a time when news reports almost 

daily reveal the foibles of such as Bakker and Swaggart. 

Rather than waste more tim~ and ipace quibbling over Jackson's hostile 

and inaccurate descriptions of atheism/humanism~ I wish to make a few 

points about the good humanism Ji'olds for society as compared to the harmful· ... 

effects of religious belief. 

Humanism holds hope for humanity through application of reason and 
\.-. " 

scientific knowledge. To the humanist~ problems are not solved by merely 

accepting them as God's will nor by 'praying that the Lord will solve them 

for us. Humanists try to make the wo'rld better by learning more about how 

the world works» and then» once the underlying facts are known~ to go about 

finding practical solutions. 

The humanist accepts his/her role as a part of nature~ and thus ap~ 

. . 
plies reason to all areas of human concern within the framework of human-

based ethics. The humanist tries to decide what is best for all people and 

does not mere ly accept on fa ith some archaic nonsense handed down from 

people who had only a vague and inaccurate view of natural phenomena -

such as manifested by the Judeo-Christian bible. 
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I will cite a few examples of humanistic/naturalistic th;nk;ng~ start

ing with one from the earliest days of our history -~ as exemplified by the 

Greek philosopher, Democrituso 

There was a man killed when a tortoise fell from the sky, striking him 

on his bald head, To the supernaturalistic thinkers this was a sign from 

the gods -- especially since an eagl~~ which was associated with Zeus~ was 

seen overhead at the same timeo Democritus;> however, applied the natural

istic view of a humanist to arrive at a different explanation. Eagles like 

to eat tortoise meat but often' have~ difficulty getting to it, thus they 

have learned to drop torto; ses on rocks to break open the she 11s The0 

unfortunate manls bald head was simply mistaken for a nice shiny rock by 

the hungry eagle 0 No gods or other supernatural events are needed to 

expla~n Eh1s event. 

In a similar manner religious people over the years have routinely 

ascribed various natural phenomena to their god or gods. For example many 

diseases have been blamed on evil spirits and demons or on divine retribu= 

tion for various impure thoughts and deeds The true story turns out to be 

much less mystical in light of modern knowledge of pathogenic viruses. 

bacteria, and other organisms, The failure of religious thinking to ad~ 

dress the real problems has meant that vast numbers of people have suffered 

needlessly while praying and uttering meaningless incantations instead of 

attacking the natural causes of the problems. The humanistic view that 

whatever happens must have natural causes and remedies is vastly more 

productive of society·s good than religious mumbo-jumbo ever was. 

The same can be said of virtuall1y every sphere of human activity. It 

has been the naturalistic~ scientific view advancing our understanding that 

has led us to progress in relief of sufferingo Religious views seldom have 
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helped more than they have hindered such progresso The period of history 

known as the Dark Ages was a result of religious domination of society. 

Thus~ education was confined mainly to rehashing the myths of the Bible. 

Western civilization took a nosedive everywhere the church was dominant. 

To the religionist, anything that God commands is good and moral 

--even if it is the cruel and brutal :killing of another person\> which" by 

the way, is rather commonplace' in the Holy Bible. The brutality that is 

demanded by the God of the Old Testament is immoral and wrong in the view 

of humanists. 

Very few, if any~ of the terribl~ things that Bill Jackson says about 

humanists are true. Anyone that doubts that need only talk with humanists 

or read what they say about themselve~ in order to get the truth about what 

humanists think and do. 

It is convenient for religionists like Bill Jackson$ Jerry Falwell" 

etc. to create demons to blame everyth ing on and to provide a ra llying 

point. For some people everything must be black or white~ good or evil. 

They cannot stand the ambiguity of s~ades of gray, nor the uncertainty of 

'I don't know' as an answer for some questions. Such people are easy prey 

to those who bear false witness against others by claiming they are the 

embodiment of eviL Even if there were no godless humanists, Bill Jackson 

would have to create them just to have an adversary to mobilize his Chris= 

tian soldiers. 
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JACKSONnS SECOND AFFIRMATIVE 

I am shocked at Mr. Bratteng's defeatist attitude~ assuming that all 

who read will probably agree with Jackson! Mr. Bratteng must feel that he 

had nothing worthwhile to present! Please note that~ by our signed agree

ment, three questions were permitted. I asked my three~ and what did I get 
:c 

from Bratteng on them? SILENCE!tt"makes one thfnk that he entered into 

the discussion merely to have·· a platform to set forth his pre-packaged 

~iews~ and helll violate ~fgne~agreements to get t6 his·canned material. 

I had pointed out that atheism is not good science~ meaning that what 

the atheist and humanist sets fbrth is not even in keeping with true sci

1- ence! He states ttiat sciericecan explain the world around us~ and that Goa 

is not needed - but that conveniently overlooks the matter of origins~ the 

first things. I pointed out also triat humanism/atheism looks upon man as 

an anima 11) and cannot make more' than that of man. Bratteng shows himse 1f 

to be just what I said~ in that he backs up the idea of man "having rules 

controlling social behavior" because the animal world abides by such rules! 

He even thinks no animals kill indiscriminately; Mr. Bratteng~ IOd like to 

introduce you to Mr. WolvervinelWelll\ enough ~ Bratteng has revealed 

much~ in that he says "animals have rules" and so do we higher animals 

Mr. Bratteng seems to have forgotten that~ as per our first exchanges~ 

that I base faith and morals on the Bible~ and not on Catholicism (which he 

cites in the Dark Ages) nor on Bakker-Swaggart-FalwelL I believe none of 

those are teaching and living in keeping with Bible truth 9 and their sins 

and excesses are in violation of Bible trutho Humanism should not condemn 

them, for s i nee human i sm has no mora 1 code ~ II a11 these have mere ly done 
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what animals dO!" I will stand with you~ Mr. Bratteng, in condemning all 

such misconduct; the difference is~ I have a Standard that condemns the 

error~ and YOU DO NOT! 

Bratteng claims that the name "humanism" shows it places high value on 

human 1ife and concerns 0 IT DOES NO SUCH THING I THE NAME TELLS NOTHING! 

It will be the official documents and writings of humanism - THE HUMANIST 

MANIFESTO$ I & II - that shows' what they th i nk of human worth. It ; s a 

picture of divorce, ah()rtT()ri,homosexuality~ euthanasiaandsufCide He 

claims humanists do not deny anyone the right to live~ and yet his humanism 

is pro-abortion! Yes sir~ humanists believe in the right to live. donit 

they? He says humanism is a th'reat to those who do not wish to think for 

themselves, and yet his MANIFESTOS are credal statements issued showing 

that the thinking has already beendohe by "headquarters!" 

Bratteng says science exp1'ains ithe world around us~ but does it ex

plain origins t Mr. Bratteng? He states that humanists and atheists have 

moral value, but does science give moral value~ Mr. Bratteng? He tries to 

elevate the humanist and atheist to really be something fine. in that, 

without God. they develop moral ;andethical systems. Real1y~ Mr. Bratteng? 

We've already seen, from abortion to homosexual ity. just what morals and 

ethics humanism advocates!! And true to every previous time when i1e was 

pressed to give the basis for such morals and ethics~ HE HAD TO BORROW IT 

FROM RELIGION!!! He cites. "The Golden Rule!!! But his abortions. his 

euthanasia and the homosexual ity 'he advocates violate that very rule!!! A 

glaring inconsistency there. Mr. BrattengJ 

Bratteng then states that true bel ief robs one of choice. since God 

has spoken. But what proves too much proves nothing. Mr. Bratteng! By the 

same token, you, as a non-bel iever. in knowing that law existss> and that 
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law will punish you for stealing but that you will be left secure if you do 

not steal, by your own argument no moral choice is made. You simply follow 

a course that will assure that you will not be punished! Every 

humanist/atheist will trip himself up by his own arguments! 

Now, Bratteng will try to distance himself from his Manifesto·s decla

rationsQ He said that "toleration is not approvaL" Yet he will claim 

loyalty to humanism, and will contribute material to Mrso O!Hairls journal! 

He tolerates - yes - and more, as a humanist HE DOES APPROVE! He could 

disassociate himself if he did not a~prove! 

Bratteng reveals a lack of knowledge of Christianity when he implies 

that Christians sit back and wait'on God to solve problems for them! He 

elevates the humanists! practical ~d1utions (recall the abortion. euthan

asia, homosexuality. suicide and divorce?) - reminds ne of Hitlerns "final 

solution" to his problems!!! I'i:is amazing that» in view of what humanism 

stands for, Bratteng will spea'ks of· lIethics." He ran out of soap~ for 

sure, in that he spun a tale of eagle:> tortoise and man. and all of it 

based on what some heathenidorafer imaginedl He talks about what all 

manner of religious people have done and said" and yet I have shown him 

that it is Christianity that I '" endorse and aide byo He then points out 

that some men in religion tried to blame all diseases on the II g0ds ll 
il or 

"demons. II He clearly has not examine'd the New Testament" for in that age 

demon/unclean spirits existed fOr a time, but also there were physicians ~ 

Luke being one (Col. 4:14L It is' not true that Christians blamed all 

disease on IIdemons Q II While Bratten'g elevates science so highly. may we 

remind him that it wasnOt too long ago that men in science bled other men 

to death (curing them) in efforts to heal them! 
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We need to correct Bratteng's history. Western civilization took a 

nosedive - dark ages - everywhere Catholicism ruled by might and main. 

Look still at the conditions wherever Catholicism is in power. But look. 

also at real Christianity~ and mankind is bettered wherever these truths 

have gone: The home is better, children are treated better, woman has been 

treated better - all of society'isbeitered! 

Amazing that Bratteng tries to indict God for brutality; this, from a 

man whose position endorses abdrtion~ euthanasia~ suicide, etc! Bratteng 

argues that the world is not filled with items IIblack and white,!! but 

notice that true to humanism and athiism, when the choices are made he will 

decide FOR THE BLACK! 

Now, I had charged that humanism/atheism, under the guise of science, 

uses that which is not science g 'especially when it comes to originso I had 

charged that humanism/atheism promot'es irresponsibility, in that man be= 

comes merely an animal; Bratteng showed himself to have the same rules as 

he sees in the animal world. I had charged that humanism/atheism has 

nothing to say about the worth arid v~lue of man. That's exactly why we see 

no humanist/atheist orphan home, nursing homes, etc. What is their answer 

to human needs, in view of the;'r s'eeing man's worth? Abortion, euthanasia 

and suicide!! I had charged that humanism/atheism has no basis for moral 

value, and in desperation, Brattenghad to borrow from religion to st&te 

his moral credo!! I MADE THE CHARGES; AND THEY STILL STAND!! Bratteng has 

not shown them to be wrong! 

My affirmation is that both humanism and evolution (the humanist view 

of the beginning of things) are nof productive of society1s goodQ Mro 

Bratteng is in the denial, and he should tht;n be showing how humanistic 

IIvalues" do promote good in society. He should be showing us how divorce 
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is good for society~ how euthanasia is good for society, how homosexuality 

is good for society, how suicide is good for society and how abortion is 

good for societyo Mr. Bratteng~ you claim to be a humanist~ and THESE ARE 

HUMANISTIC VALUES~ stated in their own OFFICIAL MANIFESTO~ I & II! And~ 

while you are about it~ elevating liscience ll as the panacea for all" please 

show us how atheistic humanism and the atheistic view of science explains 

the origin of all thingso And" please explaln how science gives moral 

value and worth; tell us how science goes about' determining the matter of 

ethics. 

And» Mr 0 Bratteng" will you p lease answer the quest ions I have submit= 

ted to you? They were a part of our 'agreement~ and were to the essence of 

our discussion. One would think that you would have the desire to be as 

thorough as possible" and with all that you have obtained from science~ the 

questions should be no problem to youo In the interim~ should you meet a 

wolverine in the way~ be sure and explain to him~ from one animal to an~ 

other, about the set of rules he has to abide byo Your next article should 

be a full one! 

BRATTENGOS SECOND NEGATIVE. 

Bill Jackson makes a lot of harsh accusations against humanists~ 

offering the explanation that non-believers cannot be good people, He 

never deals with the real issueso Instead he tosses around a lot of emo~ 

tionally-charged rhetoric but fails to give a satisfactory explanation for 
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\'ihy I and many other humanists do not perform evil deeds. He refuses to 

admit (or fails to see) that humanistic ethics have a great deal in common 

with what he claims is the Christian ethic. The difference is not one of 

good versus evil; it is that his system requires an absolute truth deter

mined by an all-knowing God~ while humanism requires that we look at the 

human condition with ~eason and' compassion without the presumption of 

absolutes or supernatural entit{e~. 

Jackson cannot afford to l~t you know that there are numerous ways to 

arrive at goodness. His system requires the claim of absoluteness that 

his way is the right way~ the only'po'ssible way to goodness; all others are 

doomed to dwell in eviL As we have seen he condemns hLimanists~ I am 

confident he would damn other views as well. The humanist view is that a 

personus actions should be cOhsistent with goodness - regardless of a 

belief in gods~ or whatever. 

I venture that Jackson would say that no Buddhist~ no Taoist, no Hindu 

can be moral. Of course this would be sheer arrogance unwarranted by the 

acts of the real world -- a world Jackson is not wont to visit. The truth 

is the world has produced several moral/ethical systems no more or less 

good than the Christian one. Among these are various systems that do not 

depend upon a god but do yield behavior that~ in a Christian~ would be 

given JacksonDs imprimatur of goodness. I assert that humanism is one of 

these systems. 

Aside from the important iisue of the basis for morality~ Bill Jackson 

continually attacks me for not answering various questions he poses. In 

some cases there is an element of truth in what he says. [However~ 1 must 
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~oint out that he has demonstrated a masterful ability to dodge and ignore 

questions~ himselL] So~ what follows is a detour to explain the s;tua~ 

tion. 

When this ser ies was first negotiated ~ the stated objective was to 

provide a forum for a more detailed analysis of the differences between 

Bin Jackson and me than had been ava; lable in previous encounters on TV J> 

radio;> and in the newspaper. Jackson claimed he wanted to correct the 

problem of inadequate time and space for full debate. And I took his word 

for it that he intended such a debate~ 
" However~ he then proceeded with a tack that seemed calculated to 

prevent such open discussion. in his first article he presented questions 

that not only were completely off th~ topic to be discussed but also were 

not answerable 1n the space available. In my opinion Bill Jackson deliber

ately created a conflict so that he would be able to sajL-elther~ Ilook~ the 

humanist refuses to answer my question~O or~ if I did address his ques= 

tions~ °look, the humanist has no arguments to support his philosophy. 0 I 

consider such a tactic to be deceitful and inconsistent with Jacksono claim 

to be an ethical person. 

Jackson accuses me of merely attempting to present pre-packaged plat~ 

itudes; certainly he is an expert ai just such a ploy. But. that is ex

actly the point of this exchange == to present our respective views of the 

world. I think the careful readerw1~1 see that if either of us is guilty 

of espousing a party line and thereby slighting the topic~ it is Jackson. 

Furthermore\> Jackson considers that if I give an answer that he cannot 

accept or understand~ then I have not answered the question. But it is not 
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true. Read again the early articles and see who a~ks inappropriate ques

tions» who dodges the crucial questions~ who claims absolute correctness 

without need for evidence of it. Jackson does. 

Because Jackson cannot understand how non-be 1 ievers can be decent 

folks they are not permitted to be so. However g if we were limited by what 
~ • ' ~" , J.; 

Jackson can comprehend~ we wou'l~i"live in a dark and dreary world~ indeedo 

The truth is that a great many rlon-be)ievers -- atheists. agnostics. human

ists, etc. -- are good. decent people 'who love their families. show compas

sion for their fellow humans~ experience awe of the beauty of the natural 

world$> and behave in a moral mannero Jackson1s inability to accept this 

truth shows that his world view is limited by severe tunnel vision. exclud

ing some of the lustrous wonder 'that is basic to the human condition. 

Because Jackson has a written formula (his Bible) that supposedly 

guides his life$> he assumes that eve'ryone else does the same. He thinks 

that the Humanist Manifesto has the same significance to humanists that his 

Holy Bible has to him. I disagree.· The Bible is clearly a prescriptive 

document; it te 11 s peop 1e what they shou ld do and whyo The Humanist 

Manifesto is merely descriptive; it tells what most humanists probably 

would agree on. One does not need to read or even know about the Manifesto 

in order to be a "good" humanist. I doubt that any humanists look at the 

Manifesto to find out how they should behave or think concerning any prob

1em they face. 

I doubt also that there is anything in the Manifesto that I would have 

much trouble acceptingo However. I do not accept Jackson"s description of 

what it contains. He claims it advocates abortion" suicide. euthanasia~ 

divorce. and homosexuality. I again"assert that if that were true. there 

would soon be no humanists around to threaten Bill Jackson. Of course it 
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is not true. Jackson seems fundamentally incapable of understanding the 

difference between advocacy and to1erationQ If I tell others that I will 

not condemn them as terrible because they find their marriage to be an 

unbearable union of incompatible persons;, does that mean that I think 

everyone should get divorced that divorce is the ideal that everyone 

~~ouT~ seek? Not hardly. 

let us look at some of the the other "evils" Jackson mentions. The 

humanist position on euthanasia is that it should be applied only by the 

informed consent of the person 'involved. me idea of deciding for someone 
, 

else that they have lived long ef1oLigh~ have suffered too much pain;, or 

whatever~ is simply not part of the humanist viewo The humanist insists 

that people decide for themselves how~ or ifs they wish to live. 

The matter of abortion is probablY the most emotional and controver~ 

sial issue of all those mentioned. The humanist position~ again~ ;s not to 

advocate abortion ll but to admit that sometimes for some people it might be 

a better option than bearing an unwanted child. The main reason that 

abortion is even an issue is that~ due to ignorance of human sexualitys 

abortion has become an alternative to contraception. In my view such use 

does diminish the value of human life; abortion is too grave an action to 

be used merely for convenienceo The best way to end such use of abortion 

is to end unwanted pregnancies; this~can be done only with a comprehensive 

program of education and parentJl guidance of young peopleo 

Because of the current AIDS crisis~ homosexuality has taken on new and 

serious significance for soc ietyo In some ways it is no longer just a 

matter of one's sexual preference, since there are serious public health 
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issues involved. [HoweveY'~ as an aside I would p~tintout that it is not 

homosexua 1ity per.~ that has caused the prob lem ll inasmuch as in parts of 

Africa it is mainly a problem of heterosexualso] 

While I do not personally accept the homosexual orientation as a good 

one for me~ I would have great difficulty condemning anyone whose "sinH is 

to"love another person" The :causesof homosexual ityare very complex and 

unclear; however~ it is clear that few~ if anys> homosexuals make a con

scious choice to be as they are and violate the "normal" sexual patterns 

approved by societyo Perhaps some combination of genetic and environmental 

factors are responsibleo If one!s "differenC sexual preferences are a 

result of a pathological condition~ it seems unreasonable to attack such 

people as sinnerso It mi ght even· be poss ib le for such persons to be 
'" 

"cured" of their orientations> if they found it to be too much of a problem. 

Of course many homosexuals resent the implication that they have a 

problem; I am not sure if this' attitude is justified s since it certainly 

seems to violate the natural order of thingso Howevers> since there ;s so 

much that we do not know about this matter. it is difficult to make def1

nite~ unqualified statements 0 It is the humanist position to accept peo= 

ple~ odd or not~ so long as they do not harm others. and so long as they 

permit others the choice NOT to ~articipate. This is a far cry from pro-

mating or advocating homosexuality. 

Humanists tolerate a wide range: of human activities, including ::;;ome 

that they might find distastefuL .. They accept people as having complex 

needs that cannot always be met by the quaint, archaic notions dreamed up 

by a quarrelsome Semitic tribe more than two thousand years agoo Our 

modern culture has new and different needs and expectations that were not 

anticipated by our Judaic ancestorso 
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The philosophy of humanism requires not only a, ,scientific view of the 

world~ a view excluding supernatural factors, but it also expects people to 

tolerate those who do not think exactly the same: to respect the rights and 

intrinsic worth of other human beings" It is this latter aspect that often 

seems to be lacking in some religious views (actually~ it is lacking most 

in the application of the views by religious belieY~r:sL 

The major advantage of humanism is not that it creates a moral and 

ethical system superior to those of rJligiono Religions throughout history 

and around the world have in common the creation of ethical systems that 

have been crucial in stabilizing the many cultures that have ariseno What 

humanism provides is an insistence on rational investigation of natural 

occurrences to learn more about 1 how the world wb~kS~ and in the process to 

find out how to improve human ex i stence Q Gods and other supernatura 1 

influences are rejected~ not ~ priori:v. but only after repeated discovery 

that these supposed influences are better explained in purely natural 

cause~and-effect termso Gods are simply unne~essaryo 

JACKSON 0 S THIRD AFFIRMATI.V.E 

This is~ then;,) my final article .in our discussion~ and Mro Bratteng 

has one negative to followo I note that for all of Mro BrattengOs early 

.. 	 surprise that one in thenegatJveshould actually write negative thing5~ he 

did pretty well as a negative in his last" He pounces on Jackson pretty 

good, but, in view of his deniai of ~hat I am affirming he should be tell 
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ing you i with cited examples to back up his case~ how evolution and human

ism have products to the good of societyo 

He, in his last, refers to humanistic "ethics,,14 and has the audacity 

to state they have much in common with Christian ethics. Yet~ I showed 

from the Humanist Manifesto that their "ethics" include divorce. free-sex~ 

mercy-killing~ homosexuality. abortion and suicide. Humanist "ethics." 

INDEED! He revealed much in his last sentence in his first paragraph. 

denying any abso lutes! Mr 0 Bratteng ins lsts on "goodness!! being around 

with various ways to attain such !!goo~ness." but doesn!t bother to tell us 

the points of that "goodness." ~e.a~ a humanist. must then see "goodness" 

in the list of "ethical" things~ w~ h~ve cited from the Humanist Manifesto. 

May we be spared from his rule ~f "gobdness"! 

We must notice one of his nisugar-stick" expressions~ "The real world." 

Now, that is just so much ver6iage~ inclined to make any reader think. 

"Real world? Why.. this fellow knowS something about a ureal world! that 

others of us can't see." But. from the above list. divorce to suicide. and 

all other matters listed" we h'ave seen Bratteng 9 s Ureal world"! It is. 

basically. a wholly selfish world. with men making themselves aGgods." 

declaring their independence f~Om the real God. (when they are dai ly de,~ 

pendent on Him) - an arrogance~ a presumptuousness and an audacity laugh

able if it were not so pitiful! 

I asked Mr. Bratteng three questions. getting to the heart of our 

differences. and especially appropriate in view of his boast of "the real 

world so " and of his following the IIreasonable. scientific" approach. 

asked about (1) The first existing thing in the "reasonable. scientific" 

view he holds, (2) The matter of something "always being/I and if such was 

"scientific," and (3) If what is allowable as "ethical" by the Humanist 

I 
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Manifesto is good and productive in society. Friends~ he has avoided 

answering, but t-akes the time and space to write a detour to explain it. 

In less space, he could have just answered the questions - and that was our 

agreement! = and avoided the detour! 

So, then, to "explain!! he faults our procedures~ declares the ques

tions "off the topic,'· chargesdeCE:!it and lack-of-ethics~ pre~packaged 

platitudes, etc. He then admits hi's dilemma: He didnOt want to answer 

because, in either way, he would giv~ Jackson a point he could use! Imag

ine! If you °re in that kind of dilemma, Mr 0 Bratteng, then that n s proof 

that something is wrong with your position! Mr. Bratteng admits that if he 

provided answers to my questions, it would look Hke HE HAD NOT A REAL 

SUPPORT OF HIS PHILOSOPHIES! Thank you g Mr. Bratteng! °Nuff said, to show 

the real, revealed weakness of humanism! 

Strange that Mr 0 Bratteng' charges that if I can 0 t understand some 

position he sets forth» then it is taken as Bratteng not answering. Remem~ 

ber that all that Mro Bratteng said about the Bible revealed HIS LACK

OF-UNDERSTANDING of even the 'most basic of the Bible's concepts????? 

However, Mr. Bratteng really cbuM understand my questions (l)~ (2) and 

(3). That's just the problem, as he 'readily admits: He could understand, 

but dared not attempt to answer them! Pitiful! 

Nows> in trying to dodge the fact that the Manifesto speaks far' him, he 

faults the Bible for being prescriptive: telling people what to do and why 

LetOs look and see if the Manif~sto iells the "why" as to the points advo

cated. We find it speaking of abortion, homosexuality, euthanasias> divorce 

and suicide, the two Manifestos speak of values (I:p.3), heightened sense 

of personal life (I:p.9), promoting social well being (I:p.9), manly atti

tudes (I~po9), mental hygiene (I:p.9), realizing the world of dreams and 
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power of achievement (I:p.l0)~ survival (II:p.13)~ saving ourselves 

(II:po16)~ etc., etc. Mr. Bratteng~ do you still say the Manifestos is 

merely descriptive and doesn't offer a "whyll as a motivation for the things 

described? Better read your own dogma! 

Mr. Bratteng then admits that he has not trouble accepting the major

ity of the things his creed setS for-tho Wells> I said that all along; he is 

like most denominationalists. claiming their creed does not hold them in 

any authoritative way~ but it speaks exactly to what they are and what they 

believe! He states he denies that the Manifesto states what I claim it 

states; so~ I will again give the citation: Humanist Manifesto II, ppo 

18-19 (Lines 23-27 on po 18. and lines la-lIon po 19~ if Bratteng wants it 

more exact) 0 Contrary to the lito iierance~ not advocaci' role Bratteng 

wishes to state for humanists~ we ha~e already seen, (previous paragraph) 

that what they recommend in their Manifestos is for social well=being. 

realizing dreams~ achieving~ and survival! Oh no~ Mr. Bratteng! It is not 

just "tolerance"! 

He reveals more and more. ~ow stating that there is a humanist ·posi

tion" on euthanasia - not just' tolerance! He speaks of the humanist 

"position ll again on abortion.Thanks~ Mr. Bratteng! And on this latter", 

Mro Bratteng in his advocacy (not just i'toleranceli) of abortions to end 

unwanted pregnancies does indeed reveal what he and all humanists see as 

value of human existence. Just animals. you know~ and why not end an 

animal's existence at any time? 

Again~ we see real humanism in the view that ~love for another person" 

surely should not be condemned. 'Aside from AIDS considerations (and it 

being among heterosexuals in Africa still does not set aside its originat

ing in homosexual behavior»> Bratteng wishes to bless the sinfulness", 
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charging that there may be genet ic or environmental factors betrind it 

see? Not wanting to have the participants viewed as being at fault in any 

way! He says such persons should not be attacked as sinners. That·s God's 

views> Mr. Bratteng (Rom. 1:23-27L and youire off your turf in speaking of 

sin (which is violation of God o s law) ~ since you do not believe in God. 

You have no right to speak as to something not being sins> Mr. Bratteng! 

You're out of your field» here~ I am glad he is willing to venture that 

such conduct seems to violate the natural order; Romans 1 :23-27 says the 

same. Agains notice that he sp~ak~6f the humanist "position." 

I wish to speak to his point abciut humanism1s "tolerance" of views it 

finds distasteful. Tolerance!> indeed~ when their Manifesto (their position 

papers> mind you) states that "religious institutionsoooritualistic forms~ 

ecclesiastical methodsoooMUST BE RECONSTITUTED AS RAPIDLY AS EXPERIENCE 

ALLOWS ••• " (H.M. I:pp. 9,10). Tolerance? These folks. non-religious~ and 

abhorring churches$> state their ;nt~nt to RECONSTITUTE such! Complete1y 

outside their field~ and in areas they wholly reject. they have the audac

ity to state they intend to reconstitute such. How? Infiltration? At

tack? TOLERANCE~ INDEED! 

Mr. Bratteng states that humanism confines itself to a scientific V'tew 

of the world» and that humanism excltides supernatural factors. Brattengns 

thus narrow; ng is just short or be i ng as goofy as the man who seeks an 

answers in!> saYit pharmacy!> and he refuses to consider that some other 

factor might be involved. So. when he cannot answer, he says "pharmacy is 

learning all the times> and I will wait on it." In the meantime~ cannot 

Bratteng see that he needs to show f~om science how (a) the first existing 

thing came to be? (b) what was the first existing thing? (c) how there was 

a beginning? (d) what caused the first thing to become? eel how first 
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matter had to come from something outside time and space? (f) how design 

originated? and (g) how moral evidence exists that man cannot function 

successfully as a moral being "without an external moral standard? Mro 

Bratteng has shown adeptness in refus i ng to answer questions ~ though our 

agreement was that three could be asked in each exchangeo On the matter of 

his moral code~ all he could point to was something he and other humanists 

had to borrow FROM RELIGION! 

Bratteng needs to study theNe~ Testament~ and see the worth» value 

placed on each human being on eartho He is in error~ then. when he would 

charge that Christianity fails 'to see and respect the intrinsic worth of 

meno In fact. such value and 'worth is the very basis of the Christian 

system! 

Bratteng has made an admission fatal to his humanism when he stated~ 

at the end of his last~ that humanism has no created a moral and ethical 

system superior to that found in Christianity" He then states that human

ism again purposely insists on narrowing its concerns; he explains the 

narrowing as coming into being after repeated discovery that all is better 

explained in natural termso If true~ Mro Bratteng 9 then please deal with 

the points (a) through (g) made just a few moments agoo He states repeated 

discovery has shown that God 1S not needed. but when we have submitted 

questions to him as to the "natural" explanation of things. their origin. 

etco~ he states it is "off the subject" or "involves more that we can deal 

with by this forumo" Very significant dodge. Mro Bratteng! YOU CAN"T 

ANSWER. CAN YOU? It is obvious! 

Please remember that my affirmation has been that belief of evolution. 

and acceptance of humanism~ are detrimental to societyO s goodo I have 

shown. by the Humanist Manifestos. what humanism stands for: Man as purely 
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an animal, and finally with the "ethics" of an animal (and sometimes 

lower) 0 Just a smattering of knowledge of humanism, by their own published 

materia 1s ~ shows where human ism stands as regards divorce, homosexua 1ity, 

abortion, euthanasia and suicideo Each of these places "value" on a low 

plane = little value in human worth~ and in the home as well o That1s where 

humanism stands, and how could any' man speak in defense of it? Mro 

Bratteng has one more opportunity! 

BRATTENGOS THIRD NEGATIVE 

"Just a smattering of know:ledge of humanismo.o. 1I This phrase from 

Bill Jackson1s final affirmative lingers in my mind; it was a revelation to 

reado Not only does this describe his understanding of humanism~ it pretty 

well describes his understanding of things in general -- just a smattering. 

Despite no apparent end to the things that Bi 11 Jackson does not 

understand, there is one area in which Bill Jackson is truly a master" He 

is a master at the art of the deceit by omission and deliberate distortion. 

I will take up some of my precious space to detail just a couple of in

stances of his modus operandi. but I can scarcely overemphasize the fact 

that the cases I picked are just the tip of the iceberg of Jackson Os rheto·· 

rico 

In the previous piece by Jackson. he makes a point about my refusal to 

answer some of his questions as y' hadoutl ined in my previous statemento 
:' j

However. he subtly alters the interpretation of'what I said to create the 
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false impression that what I had written supported his pathetically weak 

argument. 

Here is what I wrote: 

"In his first article he presented questions that not only 
were completely off the topic to be discussed but also were 
not answerable in the spaceavai.1able. In my opinion Bill 
Jackson deliberately created a conflict so that he would be 
able to say either, iLook. the humanist refuses to answer 
my question,' or, if I did address his questions, !Look, 
the humanist has no arguments to support his philosophy. n 

I consider such a tactic to be deceitful and inconsistent 
with Jackson1s claim to be an ethical person." 

Now here is how Jackson describes this: r 

"He didn1t want to answer becauie, in either way. he would 
give Jackson a point he could uie! Imagine! If you!re in 
that kind of dilemma, Mr. Bratteng, then that's proof that 
something is wrong with your pos"ition! Mr. Bratteng admits 
that if he provided answers to my questions, it would look 
like HE HAD NOT A REAL SUPPORT OF HIS PHILOSOPHIES! .Thank 
you, Mr. Bratteng! 'Nuff said, "to show the real~ revealed 
weakness of humanism!" 

Nowhere does he refute nor even mention my charge that it was his 

(Jackson1s) actions that created the dilemma. It was not because I could 

not support my philosophy. and it was riot a weakness of humanism. It was 

the limitations imposed by Jackson. He was the one asking questions that 

require entire books to answer; it was he who imposed the space limit here. 

Using Jackson 8 s logic he could aSK Carl Lewis to run a race wtl"lle 

holding four bowling balls and then de'nounce Lewis as not being a world 

class sprinter, when he refused. If you must resort to such tacticsj) Bill" 

then it appears your philosophy has weak support. Furthermore. your si

lence about my charge of deceit speaks volumes for my argument. 

In another place Jackson dismisses' the humanist ideal of the golden 

rule as being "something he and other humanists had to borrow FROM RELIG

ION!" He neglects to mention that the "golden rule" was first expressed by 
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Confucius~ who not only lived 500 years before Jesus but also was not a 

theist. Confucianism is a rel igion~ but it does not postulate a supreme 

being -- no lawgiver. Two reasons the golden rule is ugolden": it has 

arisen independently in numerous cultures 51 whether theistic ones or not~ 

and it serves as a useful guide for all humans~ believers or not. 

And farther down the page Ja~ksori ~ays~ "Bratteng has made an admis

sion fatal to his humanism when he'stated .•• that humanism has not created a 

moral and ethical system superior to that found in Christianity." In this 

case Jackson fails to present what I said in context. I had said that the 

value of humanism over Christi~nity was not in creating a superior 

moral/ethical system [both systems tieind roughly equal in this regard] but 

in adhering better to what we know about how the world works. 

This 51 then~ brings us back to the ~eal topic of this "debate 5l " namely 

the merits of humanism. Simply stated riumanism provides a moral and ethi

cal system while at the same time accepting what science tells us about how 

the world works. Humanism tells us thai we are capable of solving some of 

the problems of existence without reliance on magic and superstition. The 

aChievements of science and scientists -~ human beings = are the legacy of 

humanism. 

Science gives us a better view of the real world than other approaches 

because it works regardless of oners beliefs. I do not need faith in order 

for my television set to work; no prayers or incantations are requiredo It 

is simply a device that takes advantage of natural properties of the real 

world. The set of an "electronic non-believer" would work just as well as 

mine. 
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The real world is one that obviously gives Bill Jackson quite a bit of 

trouble. He thinks his world is the real one. Of course I think mine is 

the real one~ too. What's the difference and how do these worlds differ in 

terms of their likelihood of being correct? 

My version of the real world is one that can be~ and in fact has been~ 

measured by count less scientists over many years 0 Despite the religious 

views of these scientists {some of whom have been Christians~ some of whom 

have been atheists~ some of whom have been Hindus~ etco}~ they have arrived 

at a consistent and objective description of the "real world." This world 

must be modified from time to time as newer, more accurate methods of 

observation are developed~ but it ~s an ever-changing, evolving view of the 

world and not the static, absolute (and wrong) view of the world that Bill 

Jackson lives in. In contrast to the world that science shows us, 

Jacksonos world has been measured repeatedly. and it always comes up short. 

The Bible simply does not give an accurate account of the object;vely~ 

viewed world. 

At this point I can show you another major distinction between JacKson 

and myself. Despite the fact that Jacksonis world view does not withstand 

close scrutiny by objective observers I do not claim that his moral and 

ethical system is worthless. It clearli is not. However. JacKson does not 

afford others the same latitude and charity. If you do not live in 

Jackson i s world, you cannot be a good· person. Apparently the act that 

millions of non-believers have managed to live moral. meaningful lives is 

intolerable to JacKson, and so he denies that what has happened can happen. 

And Jackson accuses me of arrogance! . 
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! Humanism says that you~ as a human being, have worth and that you are 

responsible for your actions. As a humanist you would have to grant others 

the same c 1 a;m to human worth. Jackson says that you have 1itt le worth 0 

That, because your supposed ancestors in the Garden of Eden once "sinned" 

by daring to eat from the tree of knowledge of good and evil. you are born 

a sinner yourself. You are evil and worthless unless you give in to 

Jackson's God and submit. in blind obed';ence. to Jackson's interpretation 

of God 8 s law. You do not have to think for yourself, nor do you need to 

respect the rights and goodness of those' who do. And Jackson accuses me of 

intolerance! 

The Christian bible claims that a good tree will produce no evil 

fruito But the legacy of Christianity has been one of enormous cruelty and 

eviL This does not provide the grounds to dismiss all of Christ'lanityo 

It simply reflects the human frailty that afflicts everyone. However. when 

this frailty is coupled with the desire for absolute certainty that God is 

on your side~ it can lead to Holy Inquisitions and Holy wars of all kinds. 

The humanist will claim that you a~e entitled to your beliefs whether 

Christian 9 Moslem~ Buddhist, atheist, or whatever" But. the humanist will 

also deny you the right to impose your beliefs on others. A humanist would 

say that if the Christian view ;s correct. and there is a God. and there is 

a time of reckoning, the judgment is that of God and not of the Christian 

inquisitor. If there is a supernatural realm. that is Godns domain. The 

here-and-now natural realm is the domain of human beings, 

The phony world of humanism created by Bill Jackson is the only place 

where "jungle rule" by human animals ex ists. In fact. the picture of 

dog-eat-dog that Jackson paints does not even exist in the world of the 

non-human beasts. Other animals do not kill wantonly as he suggests. But, 
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as has become increasingly obvious, facts and truth are irrelevant to 

Jackson. All he wants is to have confirmation of his absolutist view and 

to have a humanist "devil" to railagainst t but the evil Jackson beholds is 

in his own mind. 

In this series, undoubtedly, I have failed to convert any true believ

ers into rational, objective seekers of truth. But then I never expected 

to. I wanted to express the value of ~humanism and of humanists so that 

some of the awful things said about us ~ight not find blind acceptance. 

wanted non-humanists to see the human side of non-believers. If some of you 

feel less threatened by "US~II then I have succeeded in some small measure. 

Finally~ I would like to make a point, not as a humanist~ but simply 

as a human being. Jackson wou ldhave you bel ieve that I cannot love my 

fam; ly because I do not have fa 1th in a god. Jackson! s system cannot 

explain it nor tolerate it~ but I do love them~ and none of the lies 

Jackson tells you about me can take that away from me. 

I 






